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This dissertation represents an attempt to explore the possibility of
developing an applicable tool for the design of food processing facilities, the
layout design to be specific. Most of the principles presented herein can be
traced to the industrial engineering and management science literature,
however, the author believes the heuristic ARCH to be a unique combination
of those principles with incorporation of pertinent considerations of food
plant design.
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A Robust Construction Heuristic (ARCH) represents the first attempt to
develop a facilities layout design algorithm tailored to the particular solution
of the food processing facility layout problem where a fluctuating product mix
either due to seasonality or uncertainty of consumer demand is typical. Food
plants are also additionally constrained by regulatory and sanitation concerns
when compared to other manufacturing enterprises.

The foundation

literature for this research comes predominantly from the industrial
engineering, management science, and food science fields.
Food processing has experienced a sustained growth for more than 20
years and ranks as the largest industry group in the U.S. manufacturing sector
based on the value of products shipped, second in the ratio of sales per
employee, and third on both a value added and total employment basis. Each
dollar of income in food processing generates triple that amount of income
and employment in the rest of the economy.

Proper planning of new

facilities for the food processing industry is imperative to maximize the
economic benefits of new capital investments. Facilities layout design is an
important component in the planning process.
Many computer driven heuristic algorithms based on the quadratic
assignment problem (QAP) technique have been introduced with varying
success to aid the layout designer. Heuristics can be grouped into one of two
categories: construction or improvement. Construction heuristics generally
provide poor quality results.
computationally intensive.

Improvement heuristics are typically

A robustness algorithm was reported to yield

potentially higher quality layouts than QAP for real-world layout problems
such as food processing plants where individual production levels of specific
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products in a product mix were uncertain.

However, the robustness

algorithm was more computationally intensive than the QAP.

No

simplifying heuristics were reported in the literature for the robustness
algorithm.
ARCH was developed as an alternative layout design algorithm based
on the parallel philosophies that a robustness consideration would improve
the relatively low quality solutions generated by construction heuristics and
that a construction approach would allow the robust algorithm to be
realistically implemented.

ARCH was found to provide layout solutions

comparable to or better than improvement heuristics for benchmark
problems from the literature.
A case study of an existing ham processing line was performed and a
layout design for the plant generated by ARCH.

In-plant surveys were

conducted to develop pertinent input data for ARCH. Three products, whole
smoked ham, chunked-and-formed ham, and pork sausage were produced by
the plant. Historical seasonal demands were used for the expected fluctuation
in levels of demand for each product. Certain assumptions had to be made to
allow ARCH to consider layouts with certain flow patterns (U-shaped). The
resulting layout designs were rather unorthodox in shape but could be used
by the human designer to determine adjacency requirements for the final
design.
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I.

IN TR O D UC TIO N
Between 1955 and 1975, an average of 8% of the gross national product

(GNP) was spent on new facilities in the United States (US Census, 1976).
Approximately $250 billion are spent annually on new and modified
facilities*.

Facilities expansion and refitting in the manufacturing sector

accounted for the largest portion of the expenditures at 3.2% of the GNP.
Tompkins and White, (1984), estimated that if effective facilities planning had
been universally practiced the annual manufacturing productivity of the
United States could have increased at triple the actually realized factor over
the past 15 years.
W ith $302 billion or 13.2% of all manufacturing shipments, food
processing ranks as the largest of tire twenty industry groups that make up the
manufacturing sector of the U.S. economy based on the value of products
shipped (Connor, 1988). Food processing ranks second in the ratio of sales per
employee at $200,000 worth of products per employee versus $868,000 for
petroleum refining. On both a value added and a total employment basis,
food processing ranks third among the manufacturing industries.
The food processing industry has experienced a sustained growth for
more than 20 years and invested $7.0 billion of new capital in 1985 versus $1.3
billion in 1963 (Connor, 1988).

During this time, new capital investments

have increasing at a faster pace than shipments. Other growth indicators for
the food industry are also positive.
Food processing enterprises offer significant economic benefits to the
surrounding economy.

Typically, each dollar of income in the food

Note: Facility can be used to refer to the overall manufacturing plant or the production unit
within the plant. Here, as in the literature, the words facility and department are used
interchangeably to refer to the individual production unit.
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processing industry generates almost triple that amount of income and
employment in the rest of the economy (Connor, 1988). Proper planning of
new facilities for the food processing industry is imperative to maximize the
economic benefits received from new capital investments to the particular
enterprise as well as the economy as a whole.

1.1 Facilities Planning; Facilities planning has been defined as the act
of locating, designing, and installing a production entity (Muther, 1973). The
planning component chosen for research herein places special emphasis on
layout design for the food processing facility.

While facilities planning is

predominantly based upon scientific principles and techniques, effective
planning also relies heavily on the experience of the planners. Successful
planners must develop a feel for the interrelated objectives and requirements
of the departments.

Indeed, planning has been referred to as an art.

Tompkins and White, (1984), give the following definition - Facilities
planning determines hoTV an activity's tangible fixed assets best support
achieving the activity's objectives. Facilities planning has a number of global

objectives for both updating existing facilities and designing new ones (ElRayeh and Hollier, 1970). Constantly changing international and domestic
competition requires continual réévaluation of a facilities objective and
reorganization to meet that revised objective. One vitally important aspect of
facilities planning is the arrangement of production units within a facility
into a layout so as to maximize some criteria for production efficiency. In fact,
the term facilities planning is often used to refer to layout design.

1.2 Research Focus and Objectives: The focus of this work was to
develop a method of determining an acceptable facilities layout design.
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Design of the structural and materials handling components was not
investigated in depth.

However, handling system constraints upon the

layout were addressed as to their contribution to materials handling costs for
specific layout designs. The specific objectives and concerns addressed by the
research described in this dissertation were:
1. To derive a mathematical model for the facilities layout problem
under multiple demand states of multiple products;
2. To propose a computationally feasible heuristic solution for the
model;
3. To implement the heuristic on a microcomputer; and
4. To evaluate the heuristic solution quality.
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II.

REVIEW OF TH E LITERATURE
This research represents the first attempt to develop a facilities layout

design algorithm tailored to the particular solution of the food processing
facility layout problem.

The foundation literature for this research

predominantly comes nrom the industrial engineering, management science,
food science fields and to some extent the architectural and artificial
intelligence fields.

The information is presented beginning with a broad

discussion of facilities design and concluding with the specific topic of
computer-aided facilities layout design.

2.1

Facilities Design: From the engineering perspective, a facility can

be divided into its location and physical components (Figure 1). The segment
of facilities planning that evaluates how placement w ill effect attainment of
the activity's objectives is termed facilities location.

Location refers to

placement with respect to customers, suppliers, and interfacing support
activities (labor, utilities, etc.). Transportation costs of raw and finished goods
as well as retail arrangements are all integral considerations in location.
Governmental location incentives and regulations can not be ignored.
Location also refers to geographic placement and orientation on a specific plot
of land (Muther, 1973). Receiving and shipping access, transportation flow
patterns, integration of appearance into the neighborhood, and existing
facility locations must be considered in the placement branch of the facilities
planning problem.
The physical components of the facility are the structure, the layout,
and the handling system. The structure includes the building and services
such as water, gas, electricity, sewerage, and streets. The layout consists of the
arrangement and relative placement of the departmental areas required to
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accommodate production and personnel. Placement of the equipment within
each department is also a part of layout design.

The handling system is

responsible for management of the movement of materials, personnel, and
information within the layout.

Structural, layout, and handling system

design are closely interrelated with each dictating form and compromise in
the other areas. The combination of these three design components into a
feasible whole that meets the activity’s objectives is referred to as facilities
design.

F a c ilitie s
Location
F a c ilitie s
Planning

S tru c tu ra l
Design
Layout
Design
Handling
System
Design

figure 1 : ruerarcny witnin tne raaiities planning prooiem garter icmpKins
and White, 1984).

The facilities design evolves through a number of steps, is evaluated,
and returned to a previous step to be refined until an acceptable solution is
achieved. Alternatives for the structure, layout, and handling system must be
iteratively developed for the proper design. In general, the principal of least
commitment should be followed. That is, no aspect of the design should be
concretely fixed before it is absolutely necessary to allow completion of the
design. Arriving at an acceptable facilities design is often a cumbersome, ill-
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defined procedure often further constrained by the urgency of construction
deadlines as well as the need for consideration of any projected future
expansions of the facility.

Tompkins and White (1984) suggest the design

process given in Table 1 for the facilities design problem.

TABLE 1
Design Process for Facilities Design after Tompkins and White (1984)
1.

Define or redefine the objective of the facility. Quantify the type
and amount of product that is to be produced in the facility.

2.

Determine the primary and support activities necessary to
accomplish the objective. Primary activities are the production
processes (ie. materials, personnel, and equipment flows).
Support activities include such functions as equipment
maintenance and janitorial services.______________________

3.

Determine the quantitative and qualitative aspects of all
interrelationships between departments.___________________

4.

Determ ine

departm ental

space

requirem ents.

Space

considerations for personnel, equipment, and materials must be
included.
5.
6.

Generate alternative facilities layout designs.
Evaluate alternative plans or designs. Determine which design
best meets the objective of the facility using both subjective and
objective qualifiers.._____________________________________

7.

Select a facilities layout design.

8.

Implement the design.

9.

Maintain and adapt the design as new requirements are placed
upon the facility._______________________________________

10.

Return to step one.
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2.2

Facilities Layout Design: Muther (1973) observes that each layout

problem possesses unique constraints and objectives and that a layout design
problem has no unique answer. Similarly, there are no correct answers to
layout problems, only good answers at the time.

In fact, in the dynamic

environment, today's good answer may be viewed as being a poor answer in
the future or vice versa. New equipment and technology must persistently be
incorporated into ihe facility to maintain competitiveness. However, Muther
(1973) cautioned that when improving an existing facility, the planner should
resist the temptation to over improve the deficient areas. The improvement
should only bring the facility performance level comparable with the rest of
the plant. One of the most universally accepted methods of reducing cost and
increasing productivity is to eliminate any unnecessary activities (Tompkins
and White, 1984). In layout design elimination of unnecessary activities is
usually approached by minimizing the materials handling costs (Kusiak and
Heragu, 1987).

However, productivity and efficiency are not the only

considerations in the design or redesign of a facility.
Concerns for employee health and safety, as legally mandated by the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA, 1970) and other governmental
agencies, can profoundly influence the layout design of a facility. Hazardous
substances and machinery, for instance, must be confined to areas of minimal
employee contact. Fire protection, security, and energy conservation are also
major considerations in any facility design.

Security must consider both

external and internal threats. Pilferage by employees is a growing concern in
industry but can be reduced by the physical design of the structure and proper
design of materials handling systems. State and local community oversight is
a necessary consideration as the facility must abide by any structural,
environmental, or other regulations that are in force at the chosen location.
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2.2.1

Layout Design Evolution: The objective of layout design is to

situate the facilities so as to produce the highest quality productCs) at the least
cost in the safest environment The mode of meeting the facility objective
must constantly evolve as new production and management technologies are
developed.

Layout design evolution is one principle means of objective

satisfaction as are production scheduling, line balancing and others
(Vollmann and Buffa, 1966).

Indeed, good production control can

compensate for poor layout design and vice versa.

Facilities evolution is

generally classified as one of two cases, minor case evolution and major case
evolution.
M inor case evolution, the most common type of evolution,
encompasses the short-term change that does not justify complete redesign of
the facility layout. In minor case evolution the layout is generally viewed as a
group of interactive subsystems with placement of a new department or piece
of equipment being dictated by the existing layout constraints. Usually these
constraints are so severe that consideration of materials handling costs is not
feasible.
Incorporation of a new piece of equipment into a production line
probably would not drastically alter the layout individually. However, the
cumulative effect of a number of minor changes can lead to a layout very
different from the original and eventually may justify major design
alterations. Difficulty in deriving an applicable mathematical definition and
the many boundary constraints have caused minor case evolution to be
largely overlooked by researchers (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966).
Major case evolution deals with major layout changes that occur at a
single point in time and reflect long-term objectives in the facility design. For
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the major case evolution a layout design is viewed as a single monolithic
system.

Major case evolution occurs only when a facility is completely

redesigned or a new plant is designed, and is the less common type of
evolution.

Many of the boundary constraints encountered in minor case

evolution are not present in the major case evolution and a mathematical
representation of the layout becomes more meaningful.

Major case

evolution has been the subject of most layout design research (Vollmann and
Buffa, 1966).
A series of minor case changes may not yield the same results as a
single major case change. The criteria and constraints of the overall system of
the major case are generally different from those of the subsystems considered
in the minor case. System boundary constraints are less rigorous in the major
case as no location is initially reserved for a specific purpose. Easing of the
placement constraints, compared to those present in the minor case, allows
linear as well as incremental materials handling costs to be considered in the
major case change (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966). Linear costs can be defined
with a linear function and vary in direct proportion to the distance moved or
traveled. Incremental costs require step functions since they are constant for
an increment of distance moved then change value in a step at some point.

2.2.2

Unifying Method: Muther (1973) presented a method of planning

that attempted to unify major and minor evolution. Future needs, such as
manufacturing capacity, access, and relationship to planned expansions, were
quantified as best possible, and then accommodated in a master layout
expansion plan. The designer then worked backwards to various increments
of expansion.

If properly executed, this method provided for logical and

systematic expansion of the facility and efficient utilization of real estate.
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Lining up columns, building faces, and doorways to reduce maintenance and
material handling costs and improve appearance of the facility could be
considered in the initial and subsequent layouts.

Logical, piecemeal

expansion within an overall master plan made conservative and efficient use
of capital investments, and saved design effort devoted to planning future
facilities layouts.
The obvious drawback to this unifying methodology is that the future
is uncertain. Compromise in the current layout quality may be dictated by
needs for providing for expected expansions that may or may not occur. The
facility objective may evolve in an unforeseen path. Unpredictable changes
in product lines may become desirable, forcing expansion to occur in an
unprovided-for direction offsetting the benefits of the methodology.

2.2.3

Types of Layout Design: Layout design problems can be

categorized as initial layout or relayout of manufacturing or non
manufacturing facilities (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966).

Manufacturing and

non-manufacturing can be treated the same except for adjustments in the
driving criteria.

Maximizing information flow would likely be the most

important objective for the typical office layout design, while minimizing
materials handling costs would be paramount in the typical manufacturing
layout.

Of course, many intermediate types of facilities exist such as the

hospital where both materials handling, patients, drugs and equipment, as
well as information flow, communication between doctors and support
personnel, are of equal importance. Table 2 lists some additional objectives
that may apply to the design of a facilities layout.
Manufacturing facilities can be designed from a product or process
oriented perspective (Tompkins and White, 1984).

Product layout design
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arranges the needed manufacturing steps or equipment in a linear manner as
needed to mass produce one particular product and then encloses tiie facilities
layout with a building and supporting structure (Mecklenburg, 1985 and
Tompkins and White, 1984). Each product would have a separate production
line specific to the product. An automotive assembly line is an example of a
product layout design. A second example could be a chemical processing
plant where structure and equipment layout arrangement is constant after
initial plant construction (Mecklenburg, 1985).

Layout by product is

considered elementary as to component locations because of severe
restrictions by sequential constraints and line balancing becomes the primary
goal of the layout design (VoUmann and Buffa, 1966).

TABLE 2
Some Additional Design Objectives of Facilities Layout Design
A.

Minimize the initial capital outlay for the facility.

B.

Provide for economic expansion capabilities for the future.

C. Minimize operating cost for expected production conditions.
D. Maximize product quality.______________________________
E.

Maximize unit profits for each product output.

F.

Maximize processing capacity for the facility.

G.

Maximize space utilization within the facility.

A process layout design groups similar processes into individual
departments. In this type of layout materials used for manufacture are routed
from department to department to be acted upon by the necessary unit
operations. Pure process layouts are predominant in job shop environments
where the variety of products is relatively high in comparison to the volume
of any one product manufactured. Consequently, in the case of a job shop
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environment, a layout specifically designed for efficient production of a single
product would be counter productive.
Machine shop or process dominant layout designs are normally
developed by locating department areas in a grid so as to minimize materials
handling costs. The facility layout design is then completed by inserting
appropriate equipment into tlie departmental spaces. Layout of departmental
areas has traditionally been treated as a mathematic placement or assignment
problem with materials handling as the predominant evaluation criterion
(Kusiak and Heragu, 1987).
A rearranging of facilities within a manufacturing plant is called
relayout. Relayout can be considered the same as initial layout with added
constraints.

The possible location configuration of the finished design is

normally dictated by the existing plant structure. Also, placement of some
departments may be fixed and cannot be relocated in the redesign of the
facility layout. Hence, change in the layout shape and some departmental
locations are removed from the relayout problem. Therefore, initial layout of
a manufacturing, job shop or process, layout is the most complex case with
others being ancillary to it (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966).

2.3

Food Facilities Layout Design: Study of the initial layout design for

food manufacturing facilities was the impetus of this research.

Food

manufacturing plants were found to exhibit both product and process type
layout design characteristics (Case Study, 1989). Product layout was evident in
that no back-flow of product was allowed in the production of food due to
possible contamination problems.

However, process layout was the

predominant layout design scheme for food manufacturing facilities.
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Equipment was used in the production of multiple products when possible to
provide for maximum utilization of the facilities.
Design of food processing facilities is driven by a number of objectives
which may be mutually achievable but often are conflicting.

Minimizing

materials handling cost is one of the objectives of a good facilities layout
design. However, characteristics of certain departments may require them to
be separated even though a high materials flow exist between them.

A

balance must be reached that satisfies an acceptable level of the pertinent
objectives.
Layout of food processing plants is unique among manufacturing
facilities in that the domain of possible layout arrangements is constrained by
public health concerns aimed at insuring a safe and wholesome food supply.
Specific regulatory guidelines have been developed for the manufacture of
each food or food group to assure the safety of the food to the consumer.
Broader guidelines, called Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP’s), have been
developed for food processing operations and directly impact facilities layout
design. While regulations aim to insure production of food that can be safely
consumed, production of high quality products often necessitates exceeding
regulatory guidelines. The Food Processors Institute (1980) recommends the
following considerations given in Table 3 for food processing facilities layout

Food factories can be divided into two types, fixed product facilities and
variable product facilities. The typical food processing plant the process line
has a relatively dynamic arrangement of equipment compared to the typical
chemical manufacturing facility.

Food processing facilities are generally

designed for a longer life span than their chemical counterparts. Food process
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_______________________TABLES_______________________
Considerations for Food Processing Facilities Layout Design
1)

Plants should be single-story except where gravity flow can offer
significant increases in efficiency. Locating one department above
another often contributes to contamination problems. Also single
story designs can utilize straight-line processing which is desirable to
reduce chances of contamination.

2)

Service areas should be located away from processing areas to reduce
the probability of contamination.

Service areas include rail and

truck docks, parking lots, boiler rooms, trash collection, waste
disposal, etc._________________________________________________
3)

Overhead piping and duct work should be minimized in food
processing areas since filth dropping from them can cause severe
contamination problems.___________________________________

4)

Process control functions should be grouped into control rooms or in
recessed wall areas to promote a reduction in cleaning requirements.
Processing, packaging, ingredient storage, and finished product
warehousing need sufficient space for efficient operation, cleaning,
and maintenance.

Pedestrian and truck traffic lanes of adequate

width should be provided and maintained to reduce damage to
goods, equipment, and personnel.___________________________
The number of interior walls should be minimized in the processing
and packaging areas. Walls introduce problems in air circulation,
process flow, lighting, and future expansion.
increase plant cleaning requirements.

They also greatly

However, interior walls

sometimes must be erected to separate operations where cross
contamination may be a problem

or where governmental

regulations mandate them. A wall required for noise reduction is an
example.
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lines continually change due to improved technology as well as variations in
the product mix.

The chemical processing plant is usually constructed,

operated without change for a number of years, refurbished, operated for
another period of time, and then scrapped. Thus, even the fixed product food
processing plant is considered dynamic compared to the traditional chemical
plant.

2.4

Computer-Aided Facilities Layout Design:

Effective facilities

planning relies heavily on the combined experience of architects, engineers,
managers, contractors, and others involved in the planning process.
However, computer algorithms can be utilized to assist facilities designers.
Computer-aided design for the food processing field has traditionally been
constrained to process design and is generally accomplished through
modelling software that seeks to optimize a sequence of processing steps
(Haviik, et al., 1987). Different processes can be evaluated, however, there is
very little consideration to equipment placement and orientation of the
facilities.
Computer algorithms can also be utilized to assist designers in
determining the relative location of production departments based on well
defined objective constraints. Layout algorithms have been discussed in the
industrial engineering, architectural, applied mathematics, and artificial
intelligence literature. The algorithms follow two lines of thought constraint
satisfaction and the assignment problem. Constraint satisfaction, a relatively
undeveloped approach, is reported to more easily consider subjective,
qualitative criteria lhan the assignment approach. Therefore, it is preferred by
researchers in the architectural field and is implemented by expert systems
employing artificial intelligence techniques (Shaviv, 1987).

Assignment
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algorithms rely on quantitative criteria, usually minimization of the
materials handling cost, for layout development and are predominant in the
industrial engineering field. The machine shop layout represents the most
rigorous example of an assignment problem based on materials handling
(Vollmann and Buffa, 1966).
Layout design algorithms fall into three categories: 1) construction; 2)
improvement; and 3) hybrid. Kusiak and Heragu (1987) compared a cross
section of each category of algorithm using eight classical problems presented
in earlier literature (Nugent, et al., 1968).

Algorithms that use complete

enumeration to obtain an optimal solution from all possible layout
combinations are not computationally feasible for problems of useful size or
complexity.

Therefore, suboptimal heuristics yielding solutions of varied

quality have been devised. The length of time required to arrive at a solution
and solution quality were the criteria used to compare layout algorithms
(Kusiak and Heragu, 1987).
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HL MODELS FOR FACILITIES LAYOUT
A number of methods have been devised for the orderly arrangement
of departments in a facilities layout design. Early methods relied upon flow
or process charts and the layout expert's knowledge (Immer, 1950 and Nadler,
1965). Slightly more sophisticated methods employed relationship charts to
determine the facilities layout (Apple, 1977; Buffa, 1955; Muther, 1955; Reed,
1961; and Wimmert, 1958).

Relationship, or desired adjacency between

departments, was defined by qualitative lumping of material and information
flows, shared utilities, and other intrinsic values. The following sections will
give a brief discussion of pertinent layout design methodologies.

3.1

Systematic Layout Planning: Muther's (1955) relationship chart is

one of the earliest, best known, and most widely adopted examples of facilities
planning. The relationship chart utilized values, designated by A, E, I, O, U,
X, and XX to indicate the desired closeness between facilities. The values
represent closeness relationships as A - absolutely necessary, E - especially
important, I - important, O - ordinary, U - unimportant, X - undesirable, and
XX - absolutely prohibited. By arranging the facilities in a manner so as to
maximize or satisfy the desirable closeness relationships, the designer could
determine the apparent best layout.
The relationship chart provided the central component of a procedure
Muther (1955) called Systematic Layout Planning (SLP). In SLP departments
were schematically represented by blocks with relationships represented as
four to zero straight lines for A to U relationships and one to two sawtooth
lines for X to XX (Muther, 1973). Translation of the space relationship chart to
a general area layout or block floor plan was very inexact and relied heavily
on designer experience and intuition (Muther, 1973).
17
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In order for a more rigorous examination of the facilities layout
problem to be conducted, mathematical and heuristic algorithms for solving
have been investigated w ith varying success (Kusiak, and Heragu, 1987;
Kumara, et al., 1987; Rosenblatt and Lee, 1987; Grobelny, 1987; and
Goetschalckx, 1985). The objective function of a facilities layout algorithm
should recognize all costs affected by the design decisions; i.e. materials
handling, equipment installation, quality, inventory, supervision (Ritzman,
1972). Assignment of n facilities to n physically discrete locations has typically
been treated as a classic quadratic assignment problem (QAP) (Kusiak, and
Heragu, 1987; Nugent, et al., 1968; Jacobs, 1987).

3.2

Quadratic Assignment Problem: Koopmans and Beckman (1957)

were the first to express the assignment of plant locations with inter-plant
material flows as a QAP. The term quadratic assignment was given because
the objective function was a second order expression with respect to the
variables, subject to linear constraints. Cost that effect the facilities placement
in a block diagram can be built into the objective function as either linear or
quadratic costs (Ritzman, 1972). Linear and incremental materials handling
costs depend on the absolute location of each department and include all costs
that vary as a function of distance. These costs would include trips to tool
bins, to pick up orders, etc., to bring services to the materials (Vollmann and
Buffa, 1966).

Quadratic costs were dependent on the relative location of

department pairs. By treating the layout problem as a QAP, it was possible to
determine the optimal layout for any given set of input parameters. Optimal
here was defined as a minimized materials handling cost.

The QAP for

facilities location can be stated as:
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i= l j=l

i=l j=l k=l 1=1

(%)

s.t. 5^X ij = î , i = 1 , 2 , n,

H
% X i j = ï , j = 1 , 2 , n,
i= l
Xij e {0,1}/ i,j = 1/ 2

, n.

where:
aij =

fixed cost of locating facility fa t location y,

fik

= flow of material between facility f and facility k,

Cjl

= cost per unit flow of material between location j and

Xij

= 1 if facility i is at location ;; 0 if not

Xki

= 1 if facility fc is at location I; 0 if not,

location I,

n =

number of facilities or locations.

Complete enumeration of the QAP is a computationally intensive
approach even for a main-firame computer and is not feasible for any but the
smallest number of facilities.

The term computational refers to both

processing time and memory requirements.

In complete enumeration of the

problem, all possible combinations of arrangements of the facilities are
evaluated and compared to companion solutions.

Nugent, et al. (1968)

reported that to assign n facilities to n locations, n! solutions exist for the QAP
ignoring layouts that are mirror images or rotations of previously
enumerated layout solutions. As an example, Nugent, et al. (1968) estimated
a CPU time of around 10 years for complete iteration of a 12-department
problem.
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Not all facility layout problems can be formulated directly as a QAP.
The QAP assumes equal-size department locations such that the distances, as
well as unit flow cost, between locations to which facilities are to be assigned
are known.

Hence, the distance between locations i and / would be

independent of the sequence of arrangements of the departments.

Layout

problems in which the distances are dependent upon the facility assignment
have been called general layout problems.

Layout of unequal-size

departments, the predominant layout design situation, is an example of a
general layout problem.
Algorithms that divide each department into equal-size subunits are
called quadratic set covering problems (QSP).

Subunits can then be

considered as equal-size departments, allowing the QAP to accept layout
problems consisting of unequal-size departments (Hiller and Connors, 1966;
and Bazaraa, 1975). Department subunits are assigned to equal-size locations
so that in the final layout a department location would consist of a number of
blocks grouped together.

Special requirements must be made to prevent

separation of the department blocks in the layout.

Also, since flow is

measured from the location centroids an additional computation for centroid
location must be employed.

As to be expected dividing the facilities into

blocks essentially imitates the QAP and increases the perceived number of
facilities and locations. QSP algorithms are more computationally complex
than QAP. Neither has been successfully used for solution of problems of a
useful size without application of simplifying heuristics.

3.3

Robustness Approach: The objective function of the QAP

algorithm as stated in Expression (1) is to find an optimal or minimum cost
solution to a specific set of layout criteria. Even though materials handling
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cost is a very important layout criterion, Muther (1973) cautioned against the
danger of getting so specific as to devise a layout with little tolerance for
variation. Numbers specified by management are best guesses and are rarely
completely accurate. Therefore, the layout design should not be so restrictive
as to provide production efficiency only for a specific product mix or
production level since production parameters of many manufacturing
facilities, such as food processing plants, are in constant flux. An optimal
solution for a given set of production parameters may become far from
optimal for small changes in product mix.
Expandability and robustness are related and sometimes confused
properties of a facilities layout.

Expandability is a subjective factor that

pertains to the ease with which future expansions of the overall plant size can
be accomplished at minimal cost. Usually expandability is provided for by
incorporating knock-down walls, modular construction, accessible utilities,
etc. into the initial design of the processing plant (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966).
Expandability is mentioned here only to help reduce any confusion with the
topic of robustness and will not be addressed further.
The robustness of a solution refers to the sensitivity, or more
specifically lack of sensitivity, of the solution quality to changes in operating
constraints. Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) advocate that robustness be evaluated
as an alternative to QAP for the layout problem under conditions of
uncertainty.

To completely consider robustness, layout designs must

accommodate future changes in product mix and demand as well as changes
in production technology (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966). While examinations
of past trends are still the best estimators of future needs, predictions can not
be made with any real certainty.

The recognized need for flexibility and
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expandability imply that layout is not a single one-time decision and that
adjustments w ill be necessary (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966).
Since the layout generated by QAP is based on a static and deterministic
problem, Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) argue that the solution is not generally
pertinent to practical application. Robustness considers the uncertainty in the
demand for each of a group of products to be manufactured by a multi
product plant via a three point estimate (H-highest, M-most likely, and Llowest) similar to that of CPM / PERT models (Fabrycky, et al., 1984).
No simplifying heuristics have been developed for robustness which,
like the QAP algorithm, is a complete enumeration procedure. Heuristics for
the Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) robustness algorithm would likely be more
computationally intensive than QAP heuristics since product mix must be
introduced into the model. Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) state that if n possible
facilities and m products are to be considered the total number of cost
considerations would be (n! X 3”^).

Therefore, for useful sized problems

complete enumeration would be a computationally prohibitive procedure.
The algorithm proposed by Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) yielded a solution
quality for each possible facility layout across the three demand states. The
lowest material handling cost, highest quality, solution for each demand state
was said to be optimal. The flow cost was calculated similar to the second
term of the QAP and was stated as:

X X S2 S

^hik Cjl Xij Xki

h=l i= l j=l k= l 1=1

2^X jj = l ,

(2)

i = 1,2,...., n,

H
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Xjj 1,
i=l
Xij e {0,1},

j —1 / 2 , n,
i,j = 1 , 2

, n.

where:
fhik =
Cjl =

flow of product h material between facility zand facility k,
cost per unit flow of material between location

j and

location /,
Xij =
Xki =

1 if facility i is at location ;; 0 if not,
1 if facility fc is at location /; 0 if not,

p =

product identification number,

n =

number of facilities and locations.

Complete enumeration of Expression (2) is required to determine the
most robust layout.

After all possible layouts for each demand state have

been generated, the flow costs for each layout is compared to the optimal for
each demand state. The layout or layouts that remain within a certain range
of the optimal solution over a specified percentage of time are selected as
robust.

For example, solution A may remain within 5% of the optimal

solution 85% of the time while solution B may remain within 5% of
optimum 95% of the time.

Solution B would then be the most robust

facilities layout.
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IV .

HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
Layout design algorithms generate possible layout alternatives based on

constraining location data, department size, and materials handling costs.
The algorithms reviewed were both manual and computer based. Muther's
(1973) systematic layout planning (SLP) represents an example of a manual
procedure. SLP provides an orderly approach to the layout of facilities for less
complex problems.

However, obtaining good quality layouts by SLP was

reported to be highly dependent upon the designer expertise applied when
assigning the departmental relationship values. Also, problems consisting of
large numbers of facilities were cumbersome if not impossible to deal with
manually often causing early manual methods to yield poor quality layout
designs.

In recent work, researchers have concentrated on developing

computer based algorithms.

Conservation of CPU time and memory

allocation are prime concerns when implementing computer based heuristic
algorithms.
Many heuristic algorithms have been developed to simplify the
solution of the QAP (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987). Heuristic algorithms can be
separated into optimal seeking and suboptimal routines.
optim al

algorithms

are

somewhat

more

efficient

Although the
than

complete

enumeration, they still possess high memory and computational time
requirements. Kusiak and Heragu (1987) report that the largest facility layout
problem solved optimally to date consisted of 15 facilities. Because of the
limited capabilities of optimal techniques, recent research has focused on the
development of suboptimal methods of solving the facilities layout problem.
Further discussion of optimal seeking algorithms is beyond the scope of this
investigation.
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Suboptimal algorithms for solution of the QAP, as the term implies, do
not seek the optimal solution but an acceptable one. Suboptimal heuristic
algorithms are generally grouped into either construction, improvement, or
hybrid types. Kusiak and Heragu (1987) compare construction, improvement,
and hybrid algorithms using the eight classical problems from Nugent, et ai.
(1968).

The comparison criteria are computational time requirements and

solution quality.

Solution quality is defined by the ratio of the objective

function or minimized materials handling cost value to the lower bound
expressed as a percentage (Ritzman, 1972). Summation of the n products of
the largest flow times the smallest distance, second largest flow times the
second smallest distance, etc., yields the lower bound.

4.1

Construction Algorithms: Construction algorithms are generally

flexible as to location data and department sizes and build a layout from
scratch.

Most construction algorithms closely resemble Muther's (1973)

systematic layout planning model and outnumber other types of heuristic
algorithms (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987). Departments in the layout are defined
as to size and closeness relationship with other departments.

Numeric

representation of the relationship values facilitates computer assignment of
the departments to locations in a manner so as to maximize the satisfaction of
the closeness relationships across the facility.

Blair and Landers (1985) for

example assigned values of A - 32, E -1 6 ,1 - 8 ,0 - 4, U - 2, and X - (-64).
Construction algorithms vary in their placement sequence and
positioning of facilities. Some, such as the ALDEP algorithm (Seehoff and
Evans, 1967), randomly select the first facility to be placed. Others, such as
CORELAP (Lee and Moore, 1967), PLANET (Diesenroth and Apple, 1972) and
RM A Comp I (Muther and McPherson, 1970), place the facility with the
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highest closeness rating into the layout first. Placement of the facility may be
in a corner or center location depending on the algorithm.

Subsequent

facilities are placed in the layout depending on their relationship with
previously placed facilities.

Construction algorithms are one pass, non

iterative, and therefore possess the lowest computational requirements of any
of the heuristic algorithms but also produce the lowest quality layouts (Kusiak
and Heragu, 1987).
Many construction algorithms have an unbound location plane. This
means there are no restrictions on the shape of the layout generated.
Facilities can be placed at any desirable location by the algorithm. Location
assignment flexibility is an advantage in tiiat departments of unequal size can
be considered with no special considerations. However, flexibility can also be
a disadvantage because irregularly or unfeasible layout shapes are often
generated. Thus, the output from a construction algorithm can at most be
considered a starting point for an expert human layout designer.

4.2

Improvement Algorithms: Improvement algorithms are QAP

based heuristic algorithms that start with an initial design solution and
iteratively improve an initial layout design by exchanging departmental
locations. The initial layout may represent an actual plant design or may be a
randomly generated starting point. All locations to which facilities are to be
assigned must be known as well as materials handling cost between locations.
Improvement algorithms generally test pairs of adjacent or equal-size
departments to determine if exchanging their location assignments w ill
improve the layout quality.

Flow cost is the predominant criterion for

comparison (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987) and a layout exhibiting lower flow
costs is said to be of higher quality.

Total materials handling cost is
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determined similar to Expression 1 for each location exchange. If the location
exchange results in a layout design with decreased materials handling cost,
the layout is saved and the next pair-wise exchange is performed.
Computational requirements are reduced over complete enumeration of the
QAP because departments with high interdepartmental flows quickly
converge and lower quality arrangements are not considered. The program
terminates when no further improvement is possible by the heuristic.
CRAFT (Armour and Buffa, 1963) was the first computer-based
heuristic algorithms for the facilities layout design problem. CRAFT has been
one of the most popular heuristic improvement algorithms with many of the
later algorithms such as COL (Vollmann, et al., 1968), FRAT (Khalil, 1973),
COFAD (Tompkins and Reed, 1976), CRAFT-3D (Cinar, 1975), and
SPACECRAFT (Johnson, 1982) representing modifications of CRAFT (Kusiak
and Heragu, 1987).
Even though improvement heuristics greatly restrict iteration of the
QAP, their iterative basis demands more computation capabilities than
construction algorithms (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987).

Improvement

algorithms generally yield higher quality layouts than construction
algorithms. A major drawback of improvement heuristics is that only equalsize or physically adjacent facilities can be considered for exchange (Armour
and Buffa, 1963).
The quality of the final layout is dependent upon the quality of the
initial layout since improvement algorithms w ill always yield the same final
layout given the same initial layout. One path that researchers have taken to
compensate for this deterministic property is to input a random selection of
beginning layouts to increase the possibility that the optimal or best solution
will be found (Nugent, et al., 1968). Each layout would be improved by the
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algorithm and the best quality solution chosen.

An alternate path is the

hybrid algorithm.

4.3 H y b rid Algorithms:

A hybrid algorithm can be either a

combination of a construction and an improvement algorithm (Kusiak and
Heragu, 1987) or a combination of an optimal and an improvement
algorithm (Bazaraa and Kirca, 1983). The construction/improvement type of
hybrid algorithm applies a suboptimal construction algorithm to generate an
initial layout. The optimal/improvement type generally produces an initial
solution via an optimal algorithm that is terminated after a preset time or
number of iterations has been completed. The layout design in both cases is
finished by an improvement algorithm.
The premise behind development of the hybrid algorithms is that the
better the initial layout quality for the improvement algorithm, the shorter
time to arrive at a final solution and the better the final solution quality.
Although hybrid algorithms generally produce the highest quality solutions
compared to other suboptimal algorithms, they enumerate the highest
number of possible solutions and have the highest computation
requirements of the suboptimal methods (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987).

4.4 A Case for "A Robust Construction Heuristic": Kusiak and Heragu
(1987) noted that in determining the usefulness of a heuristic, emphasis
should be balanced between solution quality and CPU time demands.
Although good quality solutions were yielded by such suboptimal algorithms
as that of Bazaraa and Kirca (1983) and some hybrid algorithms, considerably
higher enumeration times were required.

Vollmann and Buffa (1966)

pointed out that it is often difficult and expensive for facilities planners to
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obtain accurate materials flow and handling cost data to be used in the design
of a new facility. Even though past trends are still the best indicators of future
needs, predictions can not be made with absolute certainty. Thus, utilizing
input data which may or may not be accurate to obtain perceived "superior"
quality solutions of layout design problems by very computationally
intensive algorithms may be unjustified and misleading. Rosenblatt and Lee
(1987) also presented this argument in defence of the robustness approach to
facilities design.
The use of robustness as a facilities layout tool is a relatively new
approach and is believed to be better suited to practical application flian QAP
(Rosenblatt and Lee, 1987). The solution quality of a layout generated by the
robustness technique is less sensitive to changes in flow mix when more than
one product is manufactured.

This technique allows greater error in the

input data to be tolerated (Muther, 1973). However, as indicated by Rosenblatt
and Lee (1987), robustness is a complete enumeration procedure and not
computationally feasible for problems of interesting size. Furthermore, no
simplifying heuristics have yet been devised for the robustness approach
(Rosenblatt and Lee, 1987). Thus, Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) recommended
further research on robust heuristics for the facility layout problem be directed
towards devising simplifying algorithms similar to suboptimal algorithms for
the QAP.
Improvement heuristics require that an initial layout be provided
including all the possible locations to which facilities can be assigned, and
consequently the layout shape, be given by the user (Kusiak and Heragu,
1987). Some construction heuristics also require the layout configuration to
be user defined (Blair and Landers, 1985). Improvement heuristics generate a
suboptimal solution by assigning departments to the specific layout shape and
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locations provided. However, if a different layout shape and set of possible
facility locations had been chosen initially, the layout solution quality would
most likely be different. Thus, the quality of the layout design solution that
could be achieved by a heuristic is dependent upon, and possibly limited by,
the given geometric location configuration.
Kusiak and Heragu (1987) also concluded that the relative performance
of algorithms evaluated under controlled conditions of equal-sized
departments often did not translate into practical application since facilities of
unequal area are the practical norm. Construction heuristics represented the
only methodology that easily accommodates departments of unequal-size
areas. This capability represents a logical methodology for practical layout
problems.

However, since currently available construction heuristics yield

relatively poor solution qualities, an improvement in the solution quality is
desirable. A robust construction heuristic algorithm yielding slightly lower
quality solutions but at considerably lower enumeration times may be a
legitimate approach.
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V.

A M OD IFIED ROBUSTNESS ALGO RITHM
The robustness algorithm proposed by Rosenblatt and Lee (1987)

employed complete enumeration to determine an optimal solution for each
demand state. Alternative layouts with materials handling costs within a
specified range of the optimum and across multiple demand states were said
to be robust.

However, finding the optimal solution for each set of

circumstances required a complete solution of the problem.

Therefore,

complete enumeration, previously discussed as infeasible for problems of
interesting size, was the limiting factor to practical application of the
algorithm.
A construction algorithm was developed specifically considering
constraints relating to the food processing plant layout problem, however, the
algorithm and accompanying heuristic should find application to facilities
layout design outside the food facilities domain.

Facilities within food

processing plants are many different sizes and configurations. Therefore, a
layout algorithm that is to be of practical value in food facility design should
be capable of considering unequal-size departments.
A review of the industrial engineering, architectural, and artificial
intelligence literature indicated that a construction routine was the most
prudent approach. Construction algorithms considered unequal-size facilities
more easily than improvement algorithms.

Construction algorithms were

also reported to be the least computationally intensive algorithms.
Computation requirements were important since the algorithm was to be
implemented on a microcomputer.

5.1

Objective Function: There are a number design criteria that may be

of equal importance for the food processing plant facilities layout design. Of
31
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these design considerations, materials handling is a cost adding and not a
value adding process essential in the manufacture of a product. Therefore,
minimization of materials handling costs is one of the most significant
design objectives in any facilities layout design.

For the development of

ARCH, it was assumed that interdepartmental materials flow would provide
for an orderly arrangement of departments into a layout design and likewise,
that a robust layout design from the materials handling perspective would
address most of the other considerations.
By definition, the quality of a robust facility layout design would exhibit
a smaller sensitivity to change in product mix and demand states than other
possible facilities arrangements.

To determine the robust solution, the

Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) robustness algorithm generated all possible layout
arrangements for each product mix.

The lowest materials handling cost

solution was chosen as optimal with other solutions evaluated as falling
within a certain range of the optimal for that particular product mix. Once all
possible combinations of product mix solutions had been generated and
evaluated, the layout solution nearest to the optimal for all product mix
scenarios was said to be the most robust. Thus, a robust layout design would,
on the average, approximate the lowest handling cost or highest quality
solution for all states of product mix.
For any heuristic algorithm that generates high quality solutions,
robust input data for product mix and expected production levels should yield
a robust solution.

An alternative objective function was formulated as a

substitute for comparison to an optimal solution. A composite data set for all
expected product mixes was created and used in place of the typical single
demand state data for the layout algorithm. The layout quality reported by an
algorithm designed for a single estimated product mix would not be a true
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number. However, the layout should be robust if the composite data set is
divided and a layout quality calculated for each product mix.

Critical

examination of the complete solution provided in Rosenblatt and Lee (1987)
supported the composite data set conclusion. Moreover, Rosenblatt and Lee
(1987) suggested that more than one acceptable design existed when
robustness was the design objective.

5.2

Mathematical Statement:

The objective of this research was to

improve upon the generally poor solution quality of construction algorithms
by incorporating robustness.

The objective function of the algorithm was

minimizing the material flow costs across the total expected product mix for
the facility and thus, maximizing the robustness of the solution.

The

objective function was stated as:
p

s

m

n

n
^hjkl Cj dhiTki

h=l i= l j=l k=l 1=1

(3)
where:
fhjkl =
Cj =
dhi =
rki =
p
s
m
n

=
=
=
=

flow of category j material per unit of product h between
facility k and facility /,
cost per unit flow of material per unit of distance for
category j material flow,
total units of demand for product h,
rectilinear distance from department k to department I
centroids,
number of products,
number of demand states for each product,
number of material flow categories, and
number of facilities to be assigned.
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5.3 Algorithm Implementation: The algorithm was implemented on
the microcomputer where computation speeds and storage capabilities were
at a premium. The modified robustness algorithm, as with most algorithms,
was found to be impractical if all possible combinations of facility layouts
were considered.

Heuristics are general rules-of-thumb that allow

approximate solution of a mathematical algorithm without necessitating
complete iteration. As previously discussed, facilities layout heuristics either
minimize the materials handling costs, maximize a relationship index, or
maximize constraint satisfaction.

M inim izing a materials handling cost

penalty across a variety of product demands, thus producing a robust facilities
layout design, was the selected criterion for the heuristic developed for the
research project presented herein.

5.4 Simplifying Assumptions and Constraints: Design of new single
story food processing facilities was chosen as the focus of the research
problem. Single story designs were reported to be the preferred arrangement
from both practical and regulatory viewpoints. Single story designs were less
expensive to modify for expansion or relayout than a multistory structure
and to have fewer food contamination problems.
Since food processing plants are very dynamic in the nature of
equipment arrangement within a facility or department, providing an area of
non-predefined dimensions was thought to be common design practice. That
is, instead of designing the department with the equipment layout set and
then fitting these rigidly dimensioned departments together into a layout, an
area for the department is incorporated into the layout with specific
equipment placement left to later design steps. Thus, it would be appropriate
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to provide a facility space with the singular limitation placed upon the
geometry of the space to be a tendency toward rectangularity.
The philosophy that equipment and machinery arrangement within a
facility would be ancillary to the layout of areas instead of the facility being
designed to surround a rigid processing equipment scheme was supported by
review of previous layout design heuristics (Armour and Buffa, 1963; Blair
and Landers, 1985; and Shore and Tompkins, 1980).
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V I.

A ROBUST CONSTRUCTION HEURISTIC: ARCH
A Robust Construction Heuristic (ARCH) was developed to implement

the algorithm. Construction heuristics generally do not require predefined
interlocation materials flow costs and assignment locations. Similarly, ARCH
assumes an unbound location grid with no restrictions on final layout design
geometry except for a forced rectangular tendency. This rectangular tendency
was enforced by assigning individual facility design units in a rectangular
pattern.
The placement of facilities onto the location plane was constrained by
an interaction value related to the materials handling flow between two or
more departments.

M inim ization of the penalty was achieved by the

heuristic implementation during facility placement on the location plane by
placing highly associated or penalized facilities as close to each other as
possible.

Thus, the objective of the heuristic was to minimize materials

handling cost by maximizing departmental relationships.
Once locations for the facilities had been determined, the heuristic was
designed to evaluate the layouts for materials handling cost so that the
solutions generated by ARCH could be compared to layouts produced by
previous algorithms/heuristics from the literature. The composite structure
of ARCH is given in Figure 2.

6.1

Data Requirements: The bulk of the information required by the

heuristic for facilities layout generation is contained in the product recipe
common in the food industry. A product recipe can be divided into process
recipe and ingredient recipe components. The process recipe is similar to the
operation process chart used in the industrial engineering field and contains
the identity of manufacturing steps and the sequence for transforming a raw
36
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material into a finished product (Tompkins and White, 1984). The ingredient
recipe is comparable to the parts list typical in the industrial engineering field
and gives the identity and quantity of the raw materials needed to produce
one unit of product output.

Data Entry

Facilities
Assignment Rank
Calculation

Placement
Facilities

Location
Facilities

Materials Handling
Cost Calculation

Figure 2: Composite program structure of ARCH:

A Robust Construction

Heuristic.
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Material flows between departments were partitioned into flow
categories possessing equivalent handling methods and costs. For instance,
all materials within the facility that were palletized for fork truck transport
could be grouped into a single flow category even though one pallet may
contain a single combo of bulk packed hams and another may hold
numerous containers of pork trimmings.

U n it handling costs for the

categories were considered as the cost of transporting one unit of a flow
category, one unit of distance. Thus, a facility layout with n departments
would have an n X « matrix for each category of flow since bidirectional flows
were considered. Bidirectional flow refers to the case where material might
flow from department A to department B but also may flow from B to A, as in
the case of a rejected unit in department B being returned to department A for
reprocessing.

6.2

Determination of Assignment Order:

To begin the assignment

process, an assignment rank was determined for all facilities. The heuristic
calculated an aggregate penalty for all flow categories in materials handling
cost per unit distance of separation between any two related departments. A
high penalty between facilities indicated a high relationship and implied that
the facilities should be placed near each other. The first facility to be selected
for placement was the department that was most highly associated with all
other facilities.

Subsequent departmental rankings were determined

similarly except only associations or penalties as related to previously ranked
departments were considered. Assigning facility placement in order of rank
allowed the most highly related facilities to have the largest choice of
minimum handling cost locations on the layout design grid.
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Materials handling costs between departments were calculated by the
expression:
p

s

m

n

n

2 2 XXX

^hjkl Cj dhi

h= l i= l j=l k=l 1=1

(4)

where:
fhjkl =

flow of category j material per unit of product h between
facility k and facility I,

q =

cost per unit flow of material per unit of distance for
category j material flow,

dhi =

total units of demand for product h,

p =

number of products,

s =

number of demand states for each product,

m =
n =

number of material flow categories, and
number of facilities to be assigned.

It should be noted that in Expression (4), no location variables were included
in the mathematic statement.

The distance relationships were tied to

department placement and could only be found subsequent to placement.

6.3

Facility Location Assignment: After all facilities had been ranked

according to decreasing materials handling penalty, construction of the layout
design could begin. A set of heuristic procedures formed the basis of physical
construction of the layout design. Careful study of the previously developed
computer based heuristics and the methodology proposed for Systematic
Layout Planning aided in the development of procedures for facility location.
Individual facilities were assigned to the location plane such that no
restrictions were placed upon the final dimensions of the layout design. To
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best accommodate the unconstrained process facility area design philosophy,
facility areas were subdivided into smaller square portions called design units
that allowed more flexibility in the placement of facilities.

While facility

divisions were similar to those presented by Eastman (1973), the emphasis in
ARCH was on placement flexibility and not to impart specific detailed
computer aided design properties.

Attempts to approach detailed final

layouts as discussed by Eastman (1972 and 1973) and Jacobs (1979) were not
considered relevant at this stage of the heuristic development.
The location plane to which design units were to be assigned was
divided into a grid with an appropriate number of locations to which
departmental design units could be assigned. Locations matched the design
unit size in area. The location plane was confined by the physical size of the
computer screen, however, the layout area was unbounded in that no final
form was forced upon the layout design.

Placement of facilities on the

location plane were in the order determined by the rank.
To provide a core around which a layout design could be constructed,
ARCH assigned the first facility location in the approximate center of the
location plane (i.e. the center of the microcomputer screen). Placement of
subsequently ranked facilities on the layout was dependent upon
relationships of the department being assigned to all previously located
facilities. The methodology used for constructing a department was to first
assign an initial departmental design unit to a location based upon certain
criteria of the location and the department being assigned placement (Section
6.3.1). The remaining design units of the department being constructed were
then arranged around the initially located design unit to form a departmental
area (Section 6.3.2).
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6.3.1 In itial Design U nit Placement; As mentioned above, the first
design unit of the first facility to be assigned was placed in an appropriate
location to assure the completed layout would fit on the location plane as
constrained by the microcomputer screen. This initial location was generally
the center grid location but sometimes had to be manually adjusted for the
larger layout designs. Location of the initial design unit for each non-first
facility was conditional upon the characteristics of the facility being assigned
and the available locations to which design units could be assigned.
If a non-first facility to be assigned was related to only one previously
located facility, then the initial design unit was assigned the location next to a
free side of the related, previously located facility. Free side was defined as a
side of a facility on which no other facility has been assigned. The free side
was found by examining the edges of the related, previously located facility in
a clockwise fashion: right edge, bottom edge, left edge, and top edge (Figure 3).
If the side was found to be open or free, then the first design unit of the
facility was located in the center of this side. If the side being examined was
occupied, then the next edge was tested until a free side was found. If no
unoccupied side was found, assignment began next to the location of the last
design unit assigned for the most recently assigned facility.
If a non-first facility being assigned location was related to more than
one previously located facility, then the initial design unit was assigned in
relation to the unoccupied location that was most highly related to previously
located facility design units.

The search pattern to find the most highly

related available location began at the location of the last design unit assigned
for the most recently assigned facility and proceeded in a clockwise direction
around the perimeter of the partial layout design in place. Relationship or
association was defined as the materials handling interaction between the
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current facility being assigned to previously located departmental design
units.

Relationship or association was determined by examining adjacent

design units with adjacency being defined as those locations sharing a
common side with or diagonal to the location being evaluated (Figure 4).

Free

4 | b

|2

”

1
Occupied
F

Figure 3: Free side search pattern for a hypothetical department B.

Adjacent Design
Unit Locations

1

4

2
3

7

, Location Being Tested

8
6

9

Figure 4: Adjacency testing of location being considered for design unit
assignment.

Similar facility design units were tabulated only once.

That is, if

location 4 and location 1 of Figure 4 both had design units from department B
assigned to them only one was considered in adjacency computation. Thus,
corners made up of design units of three previously located facilities
represented the highest possible relation values (Figure 5), followed by
corners of design units of two previous facilities (Figure 6), linear
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arrangements of design units of two previous facilities (Figure 7), and linear
arrangements of design units of a single previous facility (Figure 8).

Adjacent Design
Unit Locations

_ Location Being Tested

A
A
B

c

c

Figure 5: Comer location related to three facilities.

Adjacent Design
Unit Locations

. Location Being Tested

Figure 6: Comer location related to two facilities.

Adjacent Design
Unit Locations

Location Being Tested

Figure 7: Linear location related to two facilities.

Adjacent Design
Unit Locations

Location Being Tested

Figure 8: Linear location related to one facility.
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If a number of locations were equally associated, the tie was broken by
scanning a pattern with diagonal locations excluded for each of the tied
locations (Figure 9). This assured that the location assignment began next to
the single most highly related previously located department. Similar design
units were again tabulated only once. If the locations remained tied, the tie
was broken by scaiming a pattern as in Figure 9 for each of the tied locations
except only the number of adjacent occupied locations as counted.

This

assured comer assignment when possible and gave a rectangular tendency to
the final layout design.

Adjacent Design
Unit Locations

- Location Being Tested

r

4

3

/
1

2
Figure 9: Tie breaker adjacency testing pattern for equally associated locations
being considered for design unit assignment.

Once the most highly related unoccupied location was found,
assignment was conditional to the location characteristics. The first design
unit was assigned to a location so as to both maximize the relationship
between departments, thus minimizing the materials handling penalty, and
preserve as many highly related locations as possible. If the location was a
comer (Figure 5 or Figure 6), the first design unit of the facility was assigned
to the location. If the location was next to a linear arrangement (Figure 7 or
Figure 8), then the first design unit of the facility was assigned to a location
offset by a specified distance so as to assure a final rectangular form for the
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facility and when possible to create the comer location configuration of Figure
5.

6.32 Constructing a Facility: Once the first design unit of a department
had been placed, the subsequent design units of the facility were assigned
around it and the complete department was constructed.

The general

location assignment or construction proceeded in a clockwise fashion as
shown in Figure 10.

7

8

9

6

1

2

11

5

4

3

12

16 15 14

13

10

Figure 10: Sequence pattern for design unit location assignment.

After the initial facilities had been assigned some exceptions to the
pattern depicted in Figure 10 could be expected to develop. There were two
pertinent tests used in enforcing proper facilities construction. Each location
was tested in a pattern similar to Figure 9 to assure the location was adjacent
to at least one design unit of a similar facility. If the location did not pass this
adjacency test, it was disqualified for possible design unit assignment and the
next possible location of Figure 10 pattern was evaluated.

If the location

passed the initial adjacency test, then it was tested with the same pattern to
find if eithèr two adjacent locations were occupied by like facility design units
or if the next possible location was open and adjacent to at least one design
unit of a similar facility. If the location passed this second test then the design
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unit was assigned to the location. If the location failed this second test the
next open location as above was evaluated.

These two tests insured a

clustering of similar departmental design units into a cohesive facility.

6.4 Calculation of Materials Handling Cost: After the layout design
had been completely constructed, interdepartmental distances could be found
and Expression (3) solved to find the total materials handling costs or
solution quality for the layout.

Rectilinear distances were used in the

calculation of overall facility material handling costs to approximate material
flow paths through corridors and aisles within the processing plant. Costs
were assumed to be linearly related to distances between facilities This was a
slight limitation since many types of handling systems vary incrementally
w ith distance and may either decrease or increase in cost per unit distance
w ith increasing distances (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966).

For example, a

conveyor 60 feet long probably would have a different cost per unit distance
than a conveyor six feet long.

6.5 Utilization of Output: The goal of the heuristic was not to provide
an exact final design but a starting recommendation for the expert human
designer to begin developing the detailed layout design.

The pertinent

information to be obtained from the heuristic layout was the general spatial
arrangements and departmental relationships or relative orientations of the
facilities. In some instances, the layout design generated was not the typical
box building shape prevalent in processing plant design even though a
rectangular tendency was enforced for department construction. A number of
layouts generated by ARCH are presented in Chapter Vm . The first step in a
finished design would be to smooth a heuristic generated layout into an
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acceptable layout geometry. Providing for aisle space, equipment placement,
and utilities would follow.

Thus, a great deal of professional discretion

would still be allowed and required from the human designer.

6.6

Hardware and Software Requirements: ARCH was implemented

using the programming language, Microsoft® QuickBASIC, on the Apple®
Macintosh™ microcomputer. QuickBASIC, an enhancement of the standard
BASIC programming language, provided a relatively powerful tool for
implementing the heuristic as a set of conditional rules. A complete listing of
the BASIC source code is given in Appendix A.
The operating system of the Macintosh, a microcomputer based on the
Motorola® 68000 microprocessor series, allowed for unpartitioned memory
access to the machine RAM. Memory was allocated dynamically to the ARCH
program so that enumeration limitations were dependent on the RAM
capacity and CPU speed of the particular machine. Thus, a machine with a
larger RAM could be used to solve a larger problem as related to the
maximum number of products, categories of flow, and departments or
facilities to be assigned. The speed of the CPU determined how quickly the
assessment found be performed. However, problems of interesting size can
be addressed with one megabyte of RAM and a CPU clock speed of 7.8 MHz.
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V II.

EVALUATIO N OF THE HEURISTIC ALGO RITHM
The quality of a design solution may be evaluated by either qualitative

or quantitative means. Qualitative measures of layout quality were reported
to be based on empirical observations of the designs form and function and
were more prevalent in the architectural field (Shaviv, 1987; Eastman, 1973).
Qualitative heuristics have been devised employing methods developed in
the artificial intelligence field (Eastman, 1973).
Industrial engineers generally equate high layout quality with a
minimal or optimal solution of a quadratic assignment problem (QAP), a
quantitative measure of materials handling costs (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987).
Quantitative means of evaluation based on materials handling cost especially
lend themselves to evaluation with computer based algorithms. An optimal
layout exhibits the lowest materials handling costs of any other arrangement
of facilities and is considered to be the highest quality solution possible. A
robust layout indicates that the solution quality exhibits a low sensitivity to
change in product flow and remains near optimal over a range of product
mixes. Thus, robust layout solutions that maintain low materials handling
costs are considered high quality.
The performance of ARCH was evaluated w ith both benchmark
problems from the literature and a practical application problem.

The

literature problems represented three categories of problems: 1) a simple
robustness problem, 2) equal-size department problems, and 3) an unequalsize department problem.

A case study of a small food processing plant

provided an opportunity to test ARCH in a practical application case study.

7.1

A Simple Robustness Problem: Shore and Tompkins (1980) as well

as others (Vollmann and Buffa, 1966) preferred the term flexibility over
48
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robustness however, the two terms both represent the idea of a maintained
layout efficiency over a range of production levels for a mixture of products.
Shore and Tompkins (1980) presented a problem with two demand states for
each product to test COFAD-F, a proposed flexible version of the standard
COFAD, a construction heuristic algorithm which they developed. However,
sufficient data on interdepartmental flows for the problem to be used for
comparison of heuristic performance was not provided.
Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) presented a robust improvement algorithm
and provided a complete solution for a four facility layout.

The problem

consisted of four departments to be assigned to four possible locations. Three
products, each with three demand states, were to be manufactured. Appendix
B gives a complete numerical statement of the problem.
Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) treated the layout as an equal-size
department problem in that any department could be assigned to any of the
four locations. However, due to the distances given between locations, either
non-contiguous locations or unequal-size locations (Figure 11) were dictated.

1

2

3
4

Unequal sized locations

□
Non-contiguous locations

Figure 11: Two possible interpretations of location data from Rosenblatt and
Lee (1987).
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The unequal-size department location area of (Figure 11) was used for
ARCH solution of the problem since it probably represents the more practical
interpretation. Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) found that either a (B, C, D , A) or a
(C, A, B, D) facilities assignment to locations (1, 2, 3, 4) was an acceptably
robust solution to the problem.

ARCH requires that an area value be

provided for each department. Thus, two ARCH solutions were found; one
with department A being designated as the larger location and one with
department D designated the larger location.

c

A

C

B

B

A
D

An alternative robust layout constructed
from Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) data and
solution.

D

ARCH layout assuming
D is large department.

Figure 12: Four department robustness problem solutions with department
D being the larger department.

W ith D assigned as the larger area department, ARCH essentially
duplicate the solution found by Rosenblatt and Lee (1987).

The ARCH

solution (Figure 12) has A and B departments mirrored around the C and D
departmental axis, and thus has equal interdepartmental flow distances. The
ARCH generated solution had equivalent total materials flow costs to the
Rosenblatt and Lee (1987) solution. When department A was designated the
larger department, ARCH generated the layout shown in Figure 13.
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Extrapolation of the layout quality by comparing materials handling costs for
the two ARCH layouts indicated that the second ARCH layout was of slightly
lower quality than the manual layout provided by Rosenblatt and Lee (1987).

B

C

C

D
A

A robust layout constructed
from Rosenblatt and Lee (1987)
data and solution.

A

B
D

ARCH layout assuming
A is large department.

Figure 13: Four department robustness problem solutions with department
A being the larger department.

7.2

Equal-Size Department Problems: Nugent, et al. (1968) presented

eight problems that have been adopted as the standard for comparing
algorithm performance (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987). Kusiak and Heragu (1987)
also noted three other problems that have been used for algorithm
comparison to a lesser extent. One common feature of all the problems is that
departments of equal size are assumed and thus distances between locations
are initially known. Kusiak and Heragu (1987) concluded that problems with
facilities of unequal size were needed to accurately compare layout algorithms
in situations similar to practical application. However, no such comparison
tool has gained popularity at this time.
The equal-size department problems from Nugent, et al. (1968) were
chosen to evaluate the base-line performance of the ARCH heuristic.

The

principal difference in the problems was the number of departments to be
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included in the layout. Plants of 5,6, 7,8,1 2,1 5, 20, and 30 departments were
represented.

Also, the prime number facilities required non-rectangular

shaped final layouts.

Flow and distance data for the problems were

symmetrical.
Solutions for the five smallest and the 30 department problems of the
classic problem set from Nugent, et al. (1968) were generated using the
heuristic, ARCH (Figures 14 - 19).

The solutions derived by the ARCH

heuristic were compared to solutions by previous heuristic algorithms.
Qualitatively, the ARCH layouts were compared to the location arrangements
for the improvement algorithms from Nugent, et al. (1968). Quantitatively,
only material flow costs could be used for comparing ARCH solutions to
previous solution since Nugent, et al. did not provide layouts generated in
solution of the problems. Nugent, et al. reported optimal solutions for the
four smaller problems. The 12 and 30 department problems had not been
solved optimally. Nugent, et al. did not differentiate flows as to different
products in solution of the problems.

Thus, the Nugent, et al. problems

presented no opportunity for a comparison of solution robustness.
Strict enforcement of the ARCH heuristic layout construction rules
proved to be more easily implemented for equal-size departments than for
unequal departmental layouts.

Facilities were regularly located with their

edges in line with other facilities.

Thus, the number of projection lines

required to represent the layout graphically was minimized, one indicator of a
desirable and practical layout (Eastman, 1973).
ARCH proved to be as good as any of the improvement algorithms for
the five department problem providing an optimal solution with the layout
shape being a vertical rotation of the location layout from Nugent, et al.
(1968), (Figure 14 and Table 4). Layout shape for the ARCH solution of the six
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department problem was the same as the location layout from Nugent, et al.
(1968), (Figure 15). ARCH solution of the seven department problem shifted
the location of the external facility slightly from the previously published
solution (Figure 16).

ARCH solution quality for both the six and seven

department layouts were slightly lower than the optimal layout achieved by
the reported heuristics.

TABLE 4
Comparison of Materials Handling Costs for CRAFT and ARCH Solutions
CRAFTS

ARCHs

Number of

Lower

Average

Best

Solution

Percent

Departments

Boundb

Solution

Solution

Cost

Over Best

5
6
7
8

25
41
67
91

28.2
44.2
79.6
113.4

12
20 c
30

243

269.2

2238

3189.6

25 optimal
43 optimal
74 optimal
107 optimal
289
7862
3148

25
47
78 d
110

0.0
9.3
5.4
2.8

329 d
1949
3358d

13.8
{75.2}
8.6

a ARCH implemented on Macintosh H (15.67 MHz), CRAFT on CE 265 Mainframe,
b Lower bound for layout with CRAFT location grid shape,
c Problem and solution taken from Armour and Buffa (1963), all others from Nugent, et al.
(1968).
d Arch layout solution of different shape than CRAFT location grid.
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Five department location pattern
from Nugent, et al. (1968)

A

B

D

E

C

Five department
solution by ARCH.

Figure 14: Location arrangement from Nugent, et al. (1968) and ARCH layout
solution of the five department problem.

1

2

3

E

F

C

4

5

6

D

A

B

Six department location pattern
from Nugent, et al. (1968)

Six department
solution by ARCH.

Figure 15: Location arrangement from Nugent, et al. (1968) and ARCH layout
solution of the six department problem.

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

Seven department location pattern
from Nugent, et al. (1968)

G

C

B

F

E

D

A

Seven department
solution by ARCH.

Figure 16: Location arrangement from Nugent, et al. (1968) and ARCH layout
solution of the seven department problem.
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ARCH also constructed layouts with solution qualities comparable to
the improvement heuristic solution qualities reported by Nugent, et al. (1968)
for the 8, 12, and 30 department problems (Table 4).

W hile layout

arrangement for the designs were not exactly rectangular, they were not
excessively unconventional in form (Figures 17 - 19). Nugent, et al. (1968)
gave no location grid for the 8,12, and 30 department problems.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

C

A

B

H

D

G

F

E

Eight department
solution by ARCH.

Eight department location pattern
from Nugent, et al. (1968)

Figure 17: Location arrangement from Nugent, et al. (1968) and ARCH layout
solution of the eight department problem.

D

H

C

F

A

K

I

L

c

B

E

J

Figure 18: ARCH layout solution of the twelve department problem from
Nugent, et al. (1968).
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Figure 19: ARCH layout solution of the thirty department problem from
Nugent, et al. (1968).

ARCH layouts were found to be acceptable in shape though not always
perfectly rectangular. In general, the ARCH construction heuristic solutions
were found to be comparable to the CRAFT improvement heuristic solutions
reported by Nugent, et al. (1968). ARCH solutions ranged from 0% to 14%
higher materials handling costs than the best CRAFT solutions. It should be
noted that the performance of the improvement heuristic evaluated by
Nugent, et al. (1968) was dependent upon the quality of a given starting
layout.

Thus, the solutions used for ARCH comparison represent the best

solutions across four improvement heuristics generated by Nugent, et al.
(1968) and not the average solution qualities.
Computational requirements for ARCH were much lower than the
Nugent, et al. (1968) heuristics for the 30 department problem and were
considered reasonable for all cases (Table 5).

ARCH computation times

increased linearly with the size of the problem since only one layout design is
considered. Computation times for improvement heuristics such as CRAFT
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increase somewhat exponentially due to their iterative nature of evaluating
possible improved arrangements of the facilities.

TABLE 5
Comparison of Execution Times for CRAFT and ARCH Solutions

Number of
Departments

a
b

CRAFT
GE265
Time (sec)®

ARCH
Macintosh
Percent
Slower
Time (sec)^

5

1

18

(+) 1700

6

2

36

(+) 1700

7

5

49

(+)880

8

10

65

(+) 550

12

70

126

(+)80

30

3150

585

(-)438

Times believed to be actual CPU history,
Total enumeration and output times.

ARCH was developed for the microcomputer while Nugent, et al.
(1968) utilized a GE 265 main frame computer. ARCH computational times
compare even better with those reported by Nugent, et al. (1968) when it is
realized that the improvement times were for a single layout execution.
Nugent, et al. (1968) used five possible starting points therefore, each best
layout actually required a computational time five times that in Table 5. The
layout generated by ARCH is deterministic and needs only one execution to
arrive at the layout design solution.
The classic problems of Nugent, et al. (1968) used for comparison were
comprised only of equal area facilities. Kusiak and Heragu (1987) performed a
review of the major publications on heuristic algorithm performance and
concluded that problems with facilities of unequal area are needed to
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accurately evaluate layout algorithms. Kusiak and Heragu (1987) also state
that the relative performance of heuristic algorithms evaluated under
controlled conditions often did not translate into practical application.

7.3

Unequal-Size Department Problem:

Armour and Buffa (1963)

solved a twenty department problem with multiple categories of material
flow considered with the pre-CRAFT algorithm (Figure 20).

The ARCH

solution of this problem is given in Figure 21. As before, the ARCH solution
is not perfectly rectangular but is within reasonable limits and can easily be
manually smoothed into an acceptable layout as in Figure 22. Armour and
Buffa (1963) reported no execution time for the pre-CRAFT heuristic.
ARCH solution of the Armour and Buffa (1963) problem provided a
useful insight into the affect that facility location geometry can have on
solution quality. By allowing a non-rectangular layout design to be generated,
a significant improvement in solution quality was realized for the ARCH
design (Table 4). ARCH provided a drastic improvement in solution quality
with materials handling costs being reduced by 75%.

It should be noted

however, that the optimal solution for a rigid location arrangement
resembling the final ARCH layout may not be the same as, and is obviously
lower than, the optimal solution for the Armour and Buffa (1963) location
arrangement.

Therefore, an improvement algorithm given the solution

generated may be able to realize a further increase in solution quality.
The important implication is that location form can be as important a
factor as facilities assignment within the location grid in designing good
quality construction layouts. Thus, a construction heuristic used to initially
lay out a facility should consider optimization of the form of the layout as
well as arrangement of facilities within the layout design. This is an obvious
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advantage of the construction heuristic in which layout form evolves as the
construction is performed over a heuristic that relies upon the location form
being static and defined as is the case for all improvement and some
construction types. While study of ARCH generated layout designs provides
insight into the study of layout form, efficient layout from the stand point of
layout geometry is not always accomplished.

7.4

Limitations of Input Data: Any heuristic capable of producing high

quality static production level layouts can also provide robust layouts
dependent upon two constraints. First, dependable predictions for the highest
possible, most likely, and minimum levels of product demands are necessary.
Probabilities that each of these conditions might occur may also be of use in
weighting these input data for the heuristic (Shore and Tompkins, 1980).
Second, the total flow of materials across all expected production levels
should be summed together and input into the heuristic as one group of flow.
This philosophy is the basic premises upon which ARCH was developed.
However, the robustness of the layout can at best be as robust as the input
data.

Thus, further interest in the robustness of layout design should be

directed to the area of compiling robust data sets for product mix and demand
states or production levels.
Furthermore, even if the production levels expected are known, an
accurate set of input data is often difficult and cumbersome to obtain. Each
layout problem is made unique by its particular constraints and assumptions.
Since, the traditional method of food plant design is to employ a process
model to optimize the production processes of a food, these process design
models may provide a natural precursor for the layout algorithm (Havlik, et
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al-, 1987).

Given a demand or amount of product, it should be relatively

simple to obtain interdepartmental materials flow from the process model.
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f

M
Figure 20: Layout solution of the twenty unequal-size department problem
after Armour and Buffa by a pre-CRAFT heuristic (1963).

Figure 21: ARCH layout solution of the twenty unequal-size department
problem from Armour and Buffa (1963).
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Figure 22: M anually smoothed layout of ARCH solution of the twenty
unequal-size department problem from Armour and Buffa (1963).
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V III.

A CASE STUDY
A case study of a specialty ham processing plant provided an

opportunity to evaluate the heuristic applicability to a practical layout design
problem.

The plant produced a mixture of products with a fluctuating

seasonal demand for each product.

The highest, lowest, and median

demands were used for the expected product demand states required by
ARCH making robustness pertinent to the layout design problem.

Design

data were developed by conducting interviews with plant management
personnel, examining production records, and conducting in-plant time and
motion studies. The facilities of the company were physically divided into a
two entities with management structure split accordingly. One facility was
management/sales oriented and housed the sales force, warehousing for
finished goods, and upper level management personnel. The other facility
was

m anufacturing

oriented

and

housed

raw

materials

storage,

manufacturing departments, and plant management personnel.

The

manufacturing facility was examined for this study.

8.1

Product Mix: Whole green hams were used to produce a variety of

brand label and contract label products. No single product was completely
dominant in the production schedule. However, many of the products were
similar in their ingredient and process requirements and could be grouped
into similar product designations based on the amount of muscle reduction
and cooking the required processes. Products were cooked by either smoking
or boiling and consisted of either whole muscle, chunked, or ground portions
of the original green hams. The product designations adopted for the study
and were; 1) smoked ham products (whole muscle), 2) boiled-in-bag ham
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products (chunked and formed), and 3) smoked pork sausage products
(ground meat).
Bulk packed whole green hams (20/26 count) are received in large
palletized boxes called combos (2000 lb. approx. gross wt.). Green hams are
minimally processed hind legs of the hog and are the basic ingredient for all
ham products manufactured by the case study plant. Other uncooked meat
ingredients are added in sausage formulation.
To begin processing for all products, the hams are first skinned and
injected with a brine solution. Next, the fat is trimmed from the exterior and
the ham is deboned. The skin (3 - 5% of green ham weight) and bones (8 10%) are considered waste materials for this study. Fat trimmings are utilized
in sausage formulation.

Further process steps depends upon the finished

product desired.
For smoked ham, the shank meat and other lean is trimmed leaving
an intact group of whole muscles that form the bulk of what is to be the
finished smoked ham. These whole muscle hams are then tumble massaged
to extract sufficient protein to bind the finished ham and close the bone
opening.

Next, the hams are wrapped in a permeable casing, netted, and

hung on a smoke tree holding 64 hams each weighing 10 - 12 lbs. Hams are
cooked hams by a smoke house process and are chilled in a forced air cooler
immediately following the completion of smoking. The net is then removed
from the hams. In the packaging departments, hams are vacuum packed in
impermeable bags.

Finally, the hams are packed (three hams/case) and

palletized (25 cases/pallet).
A lean trimming process similar to that for the smoked hams is
performed for the boiled-in-bag ham (BB ham). However, the muscle group
that remains after trimming is chunked and passed through an aggressive
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masseurator. Next, 10% of the lean trimmings are emulsified and added to
the tumbling vat along with the chunked ham meat.

The emulsified lean

tends to promote adhesion of the chunks during cooking and provides for a
solid finished ham product. This lean/emulsion mixture is stuffed into an
impermeable casing (12 - 14 Ibs./ham), placed in a mold, and formed into the
desired finished ham shape. After the molded hams are cooked in vats of hot
water (60 hams/vat), they are routed to the cooler to be chilled. The casing, a
desirable packaging material, remains on the hams.

Finally, labels are

applied, the hams are packed (four/case), and palletized (25 cases/pallet) for
shipment.
During any given production run sufficient smoked sausage is made to
utilize the fat and lean trimmings from both the smoked and BB ham
processing lines.

These trimmings average 85 - 90%* lean for the lean

trimmings and 40% lean for the fat trimmings.

Other meat ingredients

known as pork 80's (80% lean) are purchased separately from the green hams
and added for a 70% lean sausage formulation.

The ingredients are first

coarse ground and then fine ground. Seasoning is added to the formulation
in the fine grinding process. The mixture is then stuffed into a sausage rope,
hung on a smoke tree (500 lb./tree), and smoked.

As with the hams, the

sausage are immediately chilled after cooking in a forced air cooler. The
sausage ropes are portioned into 12 lb. lengths and vacuum packed in an
impermeable wrap. Individual portions are boxed, labeled and packed in to
cases. Finally, the cases are palletized (850 lb./pallet) for shipment.

When a percentage is reported all remaining percentage is fat. For example, a 70% lean
ingredient would also be a 30% fat ingredient.
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TABLE 6
General Process Redpe for Smoked Whole Hams
Process Steos

Unit of Flow^

Raw Product Storage

Combo (2,000 lb.)

Skin Green Hams

Single Hams

Brine Injection

Single hams

Trim Fat

Single Hams

Bone Removal

Single Hams

Trim Lean
Tumble
Empty Tumble Vat

Single Hams
Tumble Vat (1500 lb.)
Bulk Vat (1500 lb.)

Collagen / Net Wrap

Single Hams

Hang on Smoke Tree

Smoke Tree^

Smoke Room

Smoke Tree

Cooler

Smoke Tree

Remove Net

Single Hams

Vacuum Pack

Single Hams

Label

Single hams

Pack

Casec

Weigh

Case

Palletize

Pallet^

Ship

Pallet
®■Unit of flow of hams from process t( next process.
^ ■60 to 64 hams @10 to 12 lb / ham.
c - Three hams / case.
■25 cases / pallet.
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TABLE 7
General Process Redpe for Chunked and Formed Hams
Process Steos
Raw Product Storage

Unit of Flow^
Combo (2,000 lb.)

Skin Green Hams

Single Hams

Brine Injection

Single Hams

Trim Fat

Single Hams

Bone Removal

Single Hams

Trim Lean

Single Hams

Emulsify 10 % of Lean Trimmings

Small Bucket

Chunk Large Muscles

Chunked Single Ham

Masseurate Ham Chunks

Chunked Single Ham

Tumble Ham Chunks and Emulsified Lean

Tumble Vat (1500 lb.)

Empty Tumble Vat

Bulk Vat (1500 lb.)

Stuffed into Impermeable Casing

Single Hams

Form in Mold

Single Hams

Place in Cooking Vat

Cooking Vath

Hot Water Cook in Mold

Cooking Vat

Cooler

Cooking Vat

Label

Single Hams

Box

Casec

Weigh
Palletize
Ship

Case
Pallet^
Pallet

®■Unit of flow of hams from process to next process.
^ ■60 hams @ 12 to 14 lb / ham.
Four ham s/case.
^ '2 5 cases / pallet.
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TABLE 8
General Process Redpe for Smoked Pork Rope Sausage
Process Steos

Unit of Flow^

Ham Line Trimmings to Formulation

Combob
PaUetc

Raw Product Storage (pork SO's)
Formulation

St. John Bucket (500 lb.)

Coarse Grind

St. John Bucket

Fine Grind (add seasoning)

St. John Bucket

Stuffed into Casing
Hang on Smoke Tree

Ropes
Smoke Tree (500 lb.)

Smoke Room

Smoke Tree

Cooler

Smoke Tree

Portion

Rope Portion

Vacuum Pack

Rope Portion

Label

Rope Portion

Pack

Case (12 lb.)

W eigh
Palletize
Ship

Case
Pallet (850 lb.)
Pallet

^ ■90% of lean trimmings and all fat to sausage line.
^"30 cases @60 lb. / case.
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Specific ingredient and process recipes for each product are given in
Tables 6 - 8 . Smoked ham and boiled-in-bag ham (BB ham) each represented
50% of ham production levels. It was assumed that ham production was the
driving factor for the plant capacity since sausage was manufactured from
selected by-products of ham processing. For each level of production for ham
a corresponding sausage production was calculated. A ll palletized finished
products are shipped as soon as possible to the separate finished product
management/sales facility of the company.
Records in the production entity of the plant were maintained for daily
amounts of raw material processed. Finished product amounts, which were
required by ARCH, were not available but could be calculated knowing the
ingredient amounts and product recipes. The expected demand levels for the
finished products were assumed to remain at the historical levels and are
given in Table 9. All products were subject to co-linear seasonal demand
fluctuations.

TABLE 9
Levels of Product Demand for Case Study (lbs./day)
Demand

Smoked Ham

BB Ham

Smoked Sausage

Highest

5,090

4,914

23,147

Median

3,415

3,302

15,177

Lowest

487

468

1,185

8.2

Categories of Flow: All flows in the plant were classified as one of

three categories of flow (Table 10). Category I flow was defined for the study as
any unit of flow that required a manually-operated-battery-powered fork
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truck for movement such as pallets or vats that were not on casters (boiling
vat).

Category H flow was defined as any unit of flow that required two

persons for movement such as loaded smoke trees, large loaded carts, or vats
on casters (tumbling vats). Category m flow was defined as any unit of flow
that required one person for movement such as individual hams, empty
smoke trees, empty carts, small buckets,or large buckets on rollers (St. Johns
buckets). A time and motion study was conducted to obtain the speed of
movement for each category and the cost per unit distance of movement was
calculated.

Observations made during the study also aided in dividing

materials flows into their category designations.

_____________________________ TABLE 10_____________________________
Definition of Categories of Flow and Pertinent Values for Case Study
Cateeorv

Prime Mover

Rate (ft/m in)

Cost (S/hr.)

Cost (S/ft.)

I
n
m

BPMO Fork Truck^

6.67

6.42b

0.0161

Two People

21.06

11.52C

0.0100

One Person

21.06

5.76C

0.0050

a - Battery powered manually operated fork truck.
b - $5,000,5 yr. life, 10% annual shrinking fund, uniform pay series + 10% annual operating exp.
c - $4.80 per hour + 20% fringe benefits.

Interdepartmental material flow paths were found by examining the
process recipe for each product.

Flow amounts were found by materials

balance calculation for one unit of output for each product. Flow amounts
were converted to units of category of flow for input into ARCH.

For

instance, the mass measures of Table 9 were converted to numbers of pallets
of finished product flow. Specific material flow paths and levels for each
category and each product are given in Appendix C.
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8.3 O riginal Layout Design: Blue prints of the layout design of the
existing plant provided a means to determine department identities and area
requirements.

Similar unit operations, such as all sausage grinding

machines, were grouped into individual departments (Figure 23 and Table
11).

Departmental sizes represented enough area for the necessary

equipment, personnel, and aisle space. Areas for access aisles were divided
equally between adjacent departments where possible.

The portion of the

plant area dedicated to non-pork products was not included in the layout
design case study. The general product flow through the plant was in a Ushaped pattern since shipping and receiving were performed within the same
department.

8.4 A R C H Generated Layout Designs:

A group of layouts were

generated for the processing plant. For the initial layout design generated by
ARCH (Figure 24), department designations and areas were maintained
identical to the original layout (Figure 23). The desired U-shaped as a final
flow pattern was not preserved and the layout design was considered to be
relatively low in quality* (Figure 24).

ARCH assigns departments to the

single most highly related location in a stepwise process and does not
anticipate future placement decisions that may needed in developing a layout

* It should be noted that all Total Materials Handling Costs values as calculated by ARCH
are for combinations of flows across all demand states for all products and do not represent
true materials handling costs for any particular production level. For example, a layout
design with a materials handling cost low value of 10, a most likely value of 15, and a high
value of 20 would be reported as 45.
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When the combined shipping/receiving department (Dept. A) was
separated into independent shipping (Dept. A) and receiving (Dept. Aa)
departments, thus relieving the constraint of a U-shaped materials flow, the
resulting layout (Figure 25) showed a 19.2% improvement over the
previously generated ARCH layout (Figure 24). To obtain the U-shaped flow
pattern of the existing plant layout, the layout shown in Figure 25 could be
folded at the center so as to recombine the shipping/receiving department
into a coherent entity. However, certain design constraints not addressed by
materials handling cost were not satisfied. For example, the hot water wash
area (Dept. Z) was placed within the refrigerated raw processing departments
of the ham and sausage lines (Depts. A, E, D, G, etc.).

Such a layout

arrangement would be undesirable from an energy conservation standpoint.
Combining similar processes for each product into a single department,
such as all raw processing departments into a single ham line department,
could result in the exclusion of undesirable facilities groupings. Therefore,
certain related departments were grouped in an attempt to improve solution
quality and satisfy non-materials handling related constraints. The revised
grouping is shown in Table 12. The ham and sausage processing lines (Depts.
Hm and Sa, respectively) were grouped as were the cooked product storage
and staging areas (Dept. Cp). An apparent improvement in solution quality
was realized for the revised layout solution given in Figure 26. It should be
noted however, that since internal flows within the ham, sausage, and
cooked product storage departments are ignored by ARCH the level of
improvement is probably not significant. No improvement in satisfaction of
non-materials handling related constraints was realized in the revised layout.
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8.5

Case Study Findings: ARCH was developed on the premise that a

robust layout from the materials handling standpoint would be appropriate
for food processing plant layout design. Several observations can be made
from study of the ARCH generated layout designs in light of this assumption.
Food processing plant layout design is a multi-criteria design problem with
robustness of materials handling design being one desirable consideration.
However, robustness is inadequate for complete layout design of a facility as
illustrated by the location of the hot water wash department (Figure 25).
Other considerations must be made in the proper placement and grouping of
facilities in order to arrive at an acceptable layout design.
One such design criterion would be grouping of facilities by common
properties or characteristics. For the case study, segregation of refrigerated and
non-refrigerated facilities into distinct groups would be beneficial in reducing
future operating costs of the processing facility. Allowing facilities grouping
by function to override facility placement by association of materials handling
costs would probably result in a more desirable layout design. ARCH could
readily be adapted to this procedure.
A related design criterion would be grouping of facilities by utilities
and needed resources.

For example, departments could be grouped to

minimize distribution cost of utilities such as electricity, steam, and
refrigeration to the separate unit operations thereby reducing fixed capital
costs during the construction of the processing facility. Additionally, effective
utilization of resources such as lift trucks, smoke trees, or even personnel
could also serve as an applicable criterion for layout design.
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Dept.

Departmental Function

Area fft^)

No. of D U ’s

A

Receiving / Shipping

665

14

B

Raw Materials Storage

984

20

C

Ham Reduction

432

9

D

Inedible Wastes Storage

126

3

E

Masseurator

48

1

F

Vat Tumbler

340

7
4

G

Vat Emptier

204

H

Ham Stuffer

306

6

J

Ham Wrap and Net

238

5

K

Seasoning Formulation

209

4

L

Sausage Formulation

548

11

M

Sausage Grinding

345

7

N

Emulsifier

105

2
14

P

Sausage Stuffer

651

R

Raw Product Staging

341

7

S

Smoke Room

1078

22

T

Boil Room

1134

24

U

Cooked Product Cooler

1880

39

V

Cooked Product Staging

588

12

w

Ham Pack

777

16

X

Sausage Pack

777

16

Y

Finished Product Staging

1302

27

Equipment Wash Room

904

19

Z

Production Line Area Not Considered in Study
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Figure 23: Current layout design of ham and sausage facility examined in the
case study (shaded areas not considered in case study; drawn to
proportion).
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Figure 24: ARCH generated layout design of ham and sausage facility
examined in the case study (Total Materials Handling Cost =
243,345).
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Figure 25: ARCH generated layout design of ham and sausage facility
examined in the case study (Total Materials Handling Cost =
196,536).
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TABLE 12
Grouped Departmental Identification and Size for Case Study Facility
Dept.

Departmental Function

Area (ft^)

No. of DU's

A

Receiving

432

9

Aa

Shipping

432

9

B

Raw Materials Storage

984

20

Hm

Ham Preparation Line

1673

34

D

Inedible Wastes Storage

126

3

K

Seasoning Formulation

209

4

1544

32

Sa

Sausage Preparation Line

R

Raw Product Staging

S
T

341

7

Smoke Room

1078

22

Boil Room

1134

24

Cp

Cooked Product Cooler

1468

51

w

Ham Pack

777

16

X

Sausage Pack

777

16

Y

Finished Product Staging

1302

27

z

Equipment Wash Room

904

19
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CD

Figure 26: ARCH generated layout design of ham and sausage facility
examined in the case study (Total Materials Handling Cost =
122,615).
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DC SUM M ARY A N D CONCLUSIONS
Facility layout design is an important component of overall planning
of a production entity. The layout design problem has generally been treated
as a least cost quadratic assignment problem (QAP). Numerous computer
implem ented

heuristic have

been developed

for

solution

of the

computationally bulky QAP with construction heuristics being the least
demanding.

Materials handling cost is the predominant criterion used in

evaluation of solution quality. Robustness pertains to the ability of the layout
design to maintain efficient materials flow over a range of product mixes and
production levels.

9.1

Development of the Algorithm: This research represents the first

attempt to develop a layout algorithm tailored to the particular solution of
the food processing facility layout problem.

However, the procedures

developed in this dissertation should apply to a broad range of manufacturing
facilities.

Layout designs of food processing plants were found to be

additionally constrained by government regulations and the sanitation
considerations. While specific regulatory guidelines have been developed for
the manufacture of different food products to assure the safety of the food to
the consumer, the research described herein considered only general
recommendations for food processing plant design.
Existing facilities layout algorithms were evaluated through the
literature for use in the design of food processing operations and were not
found to incorporate an appropriate set of design capabilities. Improvement
algorithms were not flexible enough in the layout geometry and had
excessive computational requirements.

Existing construction algorithms

generally did not provide solutions of sufficiently high quality. No algorithm
80
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included a specific provision for robust layout design, a desirable approach for
the layout of food facilities. The concept of robustness proved to be fairly
elementary with a simple summation of flow data across all expected demand
states adequately providing for a robust layout.

9.2 Development and Implementation of the Heuristic A Robust
Construction Heuristic (ARCH) was developed and successfully implemented
on a microcomputer in the BASIC language. ARCH provided flexible layout
geometry, relatively low computational requirements, and gave acceptable
quality robust layout designs. The heuristic consisted of two primary sections.
The first section accepted information input and calculated a separation
penalty in materials handling cost per unit distance of separation for each
department as related to all others.

The second section consisted of a

placement routine that sought to minimize the separation penalties by
adjacent location of related facilities.

9.3 Evaluation of Heuristic Solution Quality: The heuristic algorithm,
ARCH performed well in bench mark tests utilizing the general layout
evaluation problems from the literature.

Performance was found to be

comparable to or better than some improvement heuristics. ARCH was also
proven to have application to a food processing type facilities layout design.
Pertinent recommendations were made for the improvement of ARCH and a
needed area of research was identified in form optimization.

9.4 Future Research Needs: Although ARCH is a viable construction
heuristic that provides acceptable layout designs, improvements in specific
areas could increase its performance. A suitable user interface is still in the
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developmental stage and at present is cumbersome and inflexible to use. No
editing of input data is allowed and the input information is not stored for
repetitive executions of a layout. Hard copy output from the program is also
of a very limited capacity. Program enhancement in these to areas would
greatly increase the utility of the computer implementation of ARCH.
Also, future modifications of the ARCH heuristic should allow
manual placement of facilities.

Manually fixed location would make it

possible to evaluate alternative layouts for the objective function.

Such as

would be the case if the human designer wished to see what effect a
modification in the ARCH generated layout would have on the solution
quality.

Also, fixed locations of departments may be the simplest way to

assure that specific food regulatory guidelines are followed.
In the current state of development, ARCH is a major case design tool
to be used in the layout of a new facilities design. Fixed locations for specific
facilities would also allow ARCH to be used in the minor case design for the
relayout of an existing plant.

For example, shipping and receiving

departments could be assigned to remain in their current locations and the
internal facilities layout could be redesigned.

Even for an initial layout,

location of certain facilities may be restricted by factors external to the layout
in consideration.

For example, the shipping and receiving department

location may be dictated by road access or the location of an existing rail spur.
Manual placement of facility locations would also provide for the separation
of conflicting departments and should reduce computation requirements.
For further investigation in the area of facilities planning, it is strongly
recommended that optimality of form, discussed in the evaluation of the
unequal-size department problem, be pursued as an optimizing technique for
construction heuristics. It could be hypothesized that a robust geometry or
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form for a layout in the initial design of a facility could maintain performance
over a range of interdepartmental assignment or arrangements. For instance,
the form of the seven department ARCH layout of the equal-size department
problem set may or may not provide an optimal form for a seven department
facility over the widest range of independent seven department layout
problems.
One possible method of optimizing layout form could be with a
specially modified improvement heuristic such as CRAFT. A location grid
would be provided that was much larger than the number of departments to
be assigned. The initial layout could consist of the large location grid with the
facilities randomly placed in the grid, preferably with no connecting edges or
around the grid perimeter.

As the heuristic began iteration the facilities

should gradually move through reassignment to the center of the grid and
join together in a layout design.

The final solution should offer the best

suboptimal form as well as minimized materials handling costs.
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APPENDIX A
Program Structure Chart and BASIC Source Code
for A Robust Construction Heuristic ARCH
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'******» ****» ******** * * ** * * * * ** * » * » * * * ** * * * » » :,* » * » * * ** * * * * ** * * » » * * * ** * *
'
'
'
'

***»»#»*»*»*
*»****»*»*»*
************

* * *»»**» »»

ARCH: A Robust Construction Heuristic
George Robert Baskin
Agricultural Engineering Department
Louisiana State University

»#****»*##*#
* * * ,* * * * * * * *
************

< *********************************************■ *************************

ARCH represents the first attempt to develop a facilities layout design
algorithm tailored to the particular solution of the food processing facility
layout problem. The foundation for ARCH predominantly comes from the
industrial engineering, management science, food science fields and to some
extent the architectural and artificial intelligence fields.
The basic
assumptions for ARCH are that robustness would improve the relatively low
quality solutions generated by construction heuristics and that a construction
approach would allow the robust algorithm to be realistically implemented.
ARCH was found to provide layout solutions comparable to or better than the
improvement heuristic (CRAFT) for benchmark problems in the literature.
Allocate Maximum RAM Available
****************************************

newdata! = FRE(-1) + FRE("") - 20000'20K used as a RAM buffer
CLEAR, newdata!
DEFINT A-Z
OPTION BASE 1

ARCH: Data Entry
< * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * it * - * : t * * * * - * - * * - * - * if . 3 t * * - * * * * : t - * * 3 t '* * 3 t * * *
'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 7 t * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

INPUT "Input the number of products to be produced:", nproduct
20 INPUT "Input the number of flow categories to be considered:",
ncategories
INPUT "Input number of departments in layout:", ndepartments
If memory becomes a problem increase ether the 20000 value
'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

'Non-Erased Arrays
D IM departments (ndepartments)
D IM deptRank(ndepartments)
D IM productS(nproduct)
D IM demand(nproduct,3), demandS (3)
D IM deptDUs(ndepartments)
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'Erased Arrays
D IM MatCat$(ncategories), CatCost! (ncategories)
D IM CatFlow!(nproduct,ncategories,ndepartments,ndepartinents)
D IM CatFlowCost!(nproduct,ncategories,ndepartments,ndepartments)
D IM Interaction!(nproduct;3,ncategories,ndepartments,ndepartments)
D IM Assodation!(ndepartments)
D IM Associations!(ndepartments,ndepartments)

'Enter the flow category names
FOR j = 1 TO ncategories
PRINT "Enter the flow category "j" name:";
INPUT " ",MatCat$(j)
NEXT j
'Enter the flow category costs
FOR j= 1 TO ncategories
PRINT "Input the unit flow cost per unit distance for the
"MatCat$(j)" category:";
INPUT CatCost!(j)
NEXT j
Enter the product names
FOR I = 1 TO nproduct
PRINT "Input product "I" name:";
INPUT " ",product$(D
NEXT I
'Enter the product demand states
demand$(l) = "highest"
demand$(2) = "most likely"
demand$(3) = "lowest"
FOR I = 1 TO nproduct
F0R n = lT 0 3
PRINT "Input the "demand$(n)" demand state for the product
"product$(D":";
INPUT " ", demand(I,n)
NEXTn
NEXT I
'Enter the department names
FOR k= 1 TO ndepartments
PRINT "Input department "k'"s name:";
INPUT department$(k)
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PR IN T
N EXTk
Enter the amount of material flow between dept by category
FOR 1 = 1 TO nproduct
FOR j = 1 TO ncategories
FOR k= 1 TO ndepartments'k - rows, 1 - columns
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
l F l = k T H E N 40
PRINT "Input "MatCat$(j)" flow volume for
"product$(D"
PRINT "between the ”department$(k)" and
”department$(l)" departments:";
INPU T " ", CatFlow!aj,k,l)
P R IN T
NEXTl
NEXTk
NEXT)
NEXTl
'Calculate the materials handling cost per unit of product flow
FOR 1= 1 TO nproduct
FOR j= 1 TO ncategories
FOR k= 1 TO ndepartments 'k - rows, 1 - columns
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
CatFlowCost!(l,j,k,l) = CatCost!(j) * CatFlow!(l,j,k,l)
NEXTl
P R IN T
N EXTk
NEXT j
NEXTl
'Store input data for problem and
'Calculate Interaction value across all demands
'Filel$ = FILESS (0,"Enter name for file:")
'OPEN FilelS FOR OUTPUT AS #1
FOR 1 = 1 TO nproduct
F0R n = lT 0 3
FOR j= 1 TO ncategories
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
Interaction! (l,n,j,k,l) = CatFlowCost!(I,j,k,l)
demand(l,n)
W RITE#!, lnteraction!(i,n,j,k,l)
NEXTl
N EXTk
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NEXT j
NEXT n
NEXTl
CLOSE
ERASE CatFlow!
ERASE CatCost!
ERASE CatFlowCost!

ARCH: DEPARTMENTAL RANKING
Determines the order in which departments w ill be assigned location

* * *» ** * * » * * ** * * * *» ** * * * *$ ** * * * * ** * » * * * ** * *
Routine to calculate association array
FOR g = 1 TO ndepartments
FOR 1= 1 TO nproduct
F0R n = l T 0 3
FOR j= 1 TO ncategories
k=g
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
Associations!(k,l) = Associations! (k,l) +
lnteraction!(l,n,j,k,l)
NEXTl
NEXT]
NEXT n
NEXTl
NEXT g
ERASE Interaction!
D IM Interaction! (ndepartments,ndepartments)
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
lnteraction!(k,l) = Associations! (k,l)
NEXTl
N EXTk

Select Highest Ranked Department
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FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
Assodation!(l) = Association! (1) + Associations! (k,I)
N EXTl
NEXTk
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments
Assodation!(k) = Assodation!(k) + Assodations!(k,l)
NEXTk
NEXTl
h=1
FOR g = 2 TO ndepartments
IF Assodation!(g) > Assodation!Ch) THEN
MaxAssoc! = Assodation!(g)
h=g
deptRank(l) = h
ELSE
MaxAssoc! = Association!(h)
deptRank(l) = h
END IF
NEXT g
PRINT "The initial department to be assigned is ", department$(h)
PRINT "The interaction value is", MaxAssoc!

>

RankSubsequent Department

**************************************************

FORr =2 TOndepartments
assignments =assignments+1
FORk=1 TOndepartments
Assodation!(k) =0
NEXTk
FORp=1 TOassignm
ents
k=deptRank(p)
FOR1 = 1 TOndepartments
Assodation!(l) =Association!(l) +Assodations!(k,l)
NEXTl
1 =deptRank(p)
FORk =1 TOndepartments
Assodation!(k) =Assodation!(k) +Associations!(k,l)
NEXTk
NEXTp
h=1
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FOR g = 2 TO ndepartments
IF Assodation!(g) > Assodation!(h) THEN
80 MaxAssoc! = Association! (g)
h =g
deptRank(r) = h
ELSE
MaxAssoc! = Association! (h)
deptRank(r) = h
END IF
NEXT g
PRINT "The next department to be assigned is ", department$(h)
PRINT "The interaction value is", MaxAssoc!

Set Ranked Department Associations to Zero
FOR p = 1 TO assignments
k = deptRankCp)
1= h
Associations!(k,l) = 0
NEXTp
FOR p = 1 TO assignments
k =h
1 = deptRank(p)
Associations!(k,l) = 0
NEXT p
NEXTr
ERASE Associations!
ERASE Association!

Input Departmental Areas
PRINT "Input the department area requirements as a number of design
units (DU's)."
PRINT "The size of a design unit can usually be calculated by dividing
the smallest"
PRINT "departmental area into four units."
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments
PRINT "Number of design units for area of Department
”department$(k)" =";
INPUT"", deptDUs(k)
NEXTk
D =0
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FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments
D = D+ deptDUs(k)
N EXTk
B = (12000 + C IN T(W IN D 0W (2)))/ (50 + D)

'

ARCH: LOCATION PLANE
Assigns Design Units of Departments to Locations on the Location Plane

CALL SHOWPEN
PICTURE O N
'

New Variables
********************************
D IM kassocl(ndepartments)

Create Output Window
W IN D O W l,tiÜe$,(5,25)-(SYSTEM(5)-5,SYSTEM(6)-5)3
DIMband(3),bound(3),text(3),area(3)
SetRect text(l),10,10,CINT(WINDOW(2)-l 0),43
m$=" ARCH: Generated Facilities Layout " ’+CHR$(13)
"m $= m $+ "___________________________________ "
TEXTFACE 1
TextBox m$,text(l),l

'

Draw Grid
********************************
yl=50: 'xl=15
xnum=CINT(W INDOW (2)-30) /B
xnum = xnum / 2
xnum = xnum * 2
xl = (CINT(W INDOW (2)) - (xnum* B)) /2
ynum=CINT(W INDOW (3)-80) /B
ynum = ynum / 2
ynum = ynum * 2
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y2 = y l + ynum * B
' Draw Vertical Lines of the Grid
FOR 1=0 TO xnum
x2=xl + B*I
MOVETO x2,yl
UN ETO x2,y2
NEXTl
'Draw Horizontal Lines of the Grid
FOR 1=0 TO ynum
y2=yl+ B*I
MOVETO xl,y2
LINETO CINT(W INDOW (2)-xl),y2
NEXTl

Initialize Output Grid Locations
********************************

'

'
D IM
DEM
D IM
D IM

xyloc$(xnum,ynum)
firstDUloc(ndepartments,2)
xSum(ndepartments), ySum(ndepartments)
DeptCenter!(ndepartments,2)

'Set all Location Design Units to " " (Blank)
FOR 1 = 1 TO xnum
FOR j = 1 TO ynum
xyloc$(Lj) = CHR$(32)
NEXT
NEXT
'Calculate Center Points on the Screen and in Matrix
xscreen = xl+(B*(xnum/2 -1)) + (B/10)
yscreen = yl+(B*(ynum /2 -1)) + (B/10)
xcenter = xnum/2
ycenter = ynum/2

>

Assign First Department
********************************
k=l
DUnum=deptDUs(deptRank(k))
xSum(deptRank(k)) = 0
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ySum(deptRank(k)) = 0
xldu = xscreen
yldu = yscreen
'Assign First Design Unit
SetRect text(l),xldu,yldu,xldu+CINT(B-B/10),yldu+CINT(B-B/10)
TFXTFACE O' Set Output Character Type 0=Plainl=Bold
TexSiz = B * 5 /9
TEXTSIZE(TexSiz)' Size Output Characters to Grid Spacing B
TextBox department$(deptRankQc)),text(l),l
xyloc$(xcenter,ycenter) = STR$(deptRank(k))
firstOUloc(deptRank(k),l) = xcenter
firstDUloc(deptRank(k),2) = ycenter
xSum(deptRank(k)) = xSum(deptRank(k)) + xcenter
ySum(deptRank(k)) = ySum(deptRank(k)) + ycenter
DUnum = DUnum - 1

'Assign Subsequent Design Units
xcount = xcenter
ycount = ycenter
COSUB AssnSub

Assign Second Department
xldu = xscreen
yldu = yscreen
xcount = xcenter
ycount = ycenter
'Search for First Open Location in x Direction
WHILE xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32)
xcount = xcount + 1
xldu = xldu + B
W END

'Assign First Design Unit
k=k+l
DUnum = deptDUs(deptRank(k))
SetRect text(l),xldu,yldu,xldu+CINT(B-B/10),yldu+CINT(B-B/10)
TextBox departmen^(deptRank(k)),text(l),l
xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = STR$(deptRank(k))
firstDUloc(deptRank(k),l) = xcount
firstDUloc(deptRank(k),2) = ycount
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xSum(deptRank(k)) =xSum(deptRank(k)) +xcount
ySum(deptRank(k)) =ySum(deptRank(k)) +ycount
DUnum=DUnum- 1
'AssignSubsequent DesignUnits
GOSUBAssnSub

Assign Remaining Departments (3 to n)
'

****************************************

FOR k = 3 TO ndepartments
DUnum=deptDUs(deptRank(k))
xSum(deptRankCk)) = 0
ySum(deptRank(k)) = 0
FOR n = 1 TO ndepartments
kassoc!(n) = 0
NEXT n
'Calculate association of dept k with previously assigned
departments
FORp = l T O k - l
kassoc!(deptRank(p)) = kassoc!(deptRank(p)) +
Interaction!(deptRank(p),deptRank(k))
kassoc!(deptRank(p)) = kassoc! (deptRankCp)) +
Interaction!(deptRank(k),deptRank(p))
NEXTp
h=0
MaxAssoc! = kassocKdeptRank(l))
MaxRelated = deptRank(l)
FORp = l T O k - l
IF kassoc!(deptRank(p)) <> 0 THEN
h=h+1
IF kassoc!(deptRank(p)) > MaxAssoclTHEN
MaxAssoc! = kassoc!(p)
MaxRelated = deptRank(p)
MaxRank = p
END IF
END IF
NEXT
m=1
IF k = 3 THEN m = 2
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'If dept k is associated with only one previously assigned dept begin
design unit assignment next to a free side of tiiat dept
IF h <=m TH EN ' assign to single most highly related department
GOSUB OpenEdge
'If dept k is associated with more than one previously assigned dept
assign design unit to the location most highly associated with
previous depts
ELSE 'Assign to most highly related DU
205 GOSUB Trace
xcount = nextx
ycount = nexty
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
IF ccount = 1 THEN
GOSUB Offsetter
END IF
END IF
GOSUB DUlocation
210 GOSUB AssnSub
NEXTk
' Calculated total materials handling cost for layout
GOSUB CalcCost
xscreen = xscreen + 13

SetRect text(l),CINT(xscreen/2)30,CINT(xscreen+xscreen/2),45
Totcost! = Totcost!/2 ' 3 for 9:4 for 16:5 for 25
MHCostS = STR$ (Totcost!)
m$ = "Materials Handling Costs = " + MHCost$
TEXTFACE 1' Set Output Character Type 0=Plainl=Bold
TEXTSIZE(IO)
TextBox m$,text(l),l
PICTURE OFF
Layouts = PICTURES
END

Subroutines for the ARCH: LOCATION PLANE Program

1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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101
AssnSub:' Assign design units to locations in a dockwise direction
xmax =
xmin =
ymax =
ymin =

xldu
xldu
yldu
yldu

'Increse spiral size for dockwise assignment
W HILE DUnum > 0
xmax = xmax + B
xmin = xmin - B
ymax = ymax + B
ymin = ymin - B
Force = DUnum
xldu = xldu + B
xcount = xcount + 1
W HILE xldu <= xmax
direction = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100
xldu = xldu + B
xcount = xcount + 1
W END
xldu = xldu - B
xcount = xcount - 1
yldu = yldu + B
ycount = ycount + 1
W HILE yldu <= ymax
direction = 2
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100
yldu = yldu + B
ycount = ycount + 1
W END
yldu = yldu - B
ycount = ycount - 1
xldu = xldu - B
xcount = xcount - 1
W HILE xldu >= xmin
direction = 3
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IF xyloc$(xcoimt,ycoimt) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100
xldu = xldu - B
xcount = xcount -1
W END
xldu = xldu + B
xcount = xcount + 1
yldu = yldu - B
ycount = ycount - 1
W HILE yldu >= ymin
direction = 4
IF xyloc$(xcoimt,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100
yldu = yldu - B
ycount = ycount -1
W END
yldu = yldu + B
ycount = ycount + 1
xldu = xldu + B
xcount = xcount + 1
W HILE xldu <= xmax
direction = 1
IF xyloc$(xcoimt,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100
xldu = xldu + B
xcount = xcount + 1
W END
xldu = xldu - B
xcount = xcount - 1
IF Force - DUnum = 0 THEN GOSUB ForceAssn
100 W E N D
RETURN
I***********************************************************************
MakeAssn: ’ Evaluate location for design unit assignment
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k))-DUnum < 3 THEN
GOSUB CkAdjDu
IF AdjDU < 1 THEN RETURN
GOSUB PlaceDU
ELSE
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GOSUB CkAdjDu
IF AdjDU < 1 THEN RETURN
IF AdjDU > 1 THEN
GOSUB PlaceDU
ELSE
GOSUB StepAdjDu
IF AdjDU > 0 THEN GOSUB PlaceDU
END IF
END IF
RETURN

CkAdjDu: ' Check if adjacent locations are of like departments
AdjDU = 0
IF xcount + 1 <= xnum THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount+l,ycoxmt) = STR$(deptRank(k))
THEN AdjDU = AdjDU
END IF
IF ycount + 1 <= ynum THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l) = STR$(deptRank(k))
THEN AdjDU = AdjDU
END IF
IF xcount -1 >= 1 THEN
IF xyloc$(xcoimt-l,ycoimt) = STR$(deptRank(k))
THEN AdjDU = AdjDU
END IF
IF ycount -1 >= 1 THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) = STR$(deptRank(k))
THEN AdjDU = AdjDU
END IF
RETURN

+1

+1

+1

+1

PlaceDU: ' Make actual assignment of design unit to location
fxcount = 0
fycoxmt = 0
SetRect text(l),xldu,yldu,xldu+CINT(B-B/10),yldu+CINT(B-B/10)
TextBox departmen^(deptRank(k)),text(l),l
xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = STR$(deptRank(k))
DUnum = DUnum - 1
Account = xcount
fycount = ycount
xSum(deptRank(k)) = xSum(deptRank(k)) + xcount
ySum(deptRank(k)) = ySum(deptRank(k)) + ycount
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RETUR N
OpenEdge: ' Find an open or free edge of the department
g = MaxRank
GOSUB FindCenter
xcenter = CINT(DeptCenter!(deptRank(g),l) - .1)
ycenter = CINT(DeptCenter!(dep®ank(g)^) - .1)
IF xyloc$(xcenter,ycenter) <> STR$(MaxRelated) THEN
RETURN 205
END IF
xcount = xcenter
ycount = ycenter
'Search right edge of department
W HILE xyloc$(xcount,ycenter) = STR$(MaxRelated)
xcount = xcount + 1
stepper = 0
' Shift begining location to preserve highly related comer
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycenter) = CHR$(32) THEN
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k)) < 72 TH EN stepper = 3
IF deptOUs(deptRank(k)) < 42 TH EN stepper = 2
IF deptOUs(deptRank(k)) < 20 THEN stepper =1
IF deptOUs(deptRank(k)) < 6 THEN stepper =0
xcount = xcount + stepper
GOSUB DUlocation
GOTO 210
END IF
W END
xcount = xcenter
'Search bottom edge of department
WnHŒLE xyloc$(xcenter,ycoimt) = STR$(MaxRelated)
ycount = ycount + 1
stepper = 0
' Shift begining location to preserve highly related corner
IF xyloc$(xcenter,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k)) < 49 THEN stepper = 2
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k)) < 25 THEN stepper = 1
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k)) < 9 TH EN stepper = 0
ycount = ycount + stepper
GOSUB DUlocation
GOTO 210
END IF
W END
ycount = ycenter
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'Search left edge of department
W HILE xyloc$(xcoimt,ycenter) = STR$(MaxRelated)
xcoimt = xcount -1
stepper = 0
' Shift begining location to preserve highly related corner
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycenter) = CHR$(32) THEN
IF deptDUs(deptRankGc)) < 56 THEN stepper = 2
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k)) < 30 THEN stepper = 2
IF deptDUsWeptRank(k)) < 12 THEN stepper = 1
xcount = xcount - stepper
GOSUB DUlocation
RETUKN 210
END IF
WEND
xcount = xcenter
'Search top edge of department
W HILE xyloc$(xcenter,ycount) = STR$(MaxRelated)
ycount = ycount - 1
stepper = 0
' Shift begining location to preserve highly related comer
IF xyloc$^center,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k)) < 64 THEN stepper = 3
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k)) < 36 THEN stepper = 2
IF deptDUs(deptRank(k)) < 1 6 THEN stepper = 1
ycount = ycount - stepper
GOSUB DUlocation
GOTO 210
END IF
WEND
ycount = ycenter
RETURN

DUlocation:'

Determine screen location for assignment of first design
unit of dept k

xldu = x l + (B*(xcount - 1)) + B/10
yldu = y l + (B*(ycount - 1)) + B/10
firstDUloc(deptRank(k),l) = xcount
firstDUloc(deptRank(k),2) = ycount
GOSUB PlaceDU
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106

Trace: '

Search perimeter locations for location most highly associated
to previously assigned depts as related to current dept

400p = 0
c= 0
ce = 1
MaxAssoc! = 0
dirChange = 0
nextx = xcount
nexty = ycount
pxcount = xcount
pycount = ycount
IF direction = 1 THEN
pxcount = pxcount + 1
IF VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 THEN
pxcount = xcount
pycount = ycount
GOSUB FindBlank
GOTO 450
END IF
xcount = pxcount
GOTO 460
END IF
IF direction = 2 THEN
pycount = pycount +1
IF VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 THEN
pxcount = xcount
pycount = ycount
GOSUB FindBlank
GOTO 460
END IF
ycount = pycount
GOTO 470
END IF
IF direction = 3 THEN
pxcount = pxcount -1
IF VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 THEN
pxcount = xcount
pycount = ycount
GOSUB FindBlank
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GOTO 470
END IF
xcount = pxcount
GOTO 480
END IF
IF direction = 4 THEN
pycount = pycount -1
IF VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 THEN
pxcount = xcount
pycount = ycount
GOSUB FindBlank
GOTO 480
END IF
ycount = pycount
GOTO 450
END IF
450 xcount = xcount + 1
'direction = 1
dirChange = dirChange +1
ccount = 1
IF xyIoc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32)
THEN xcount = xcount -1: GOTO 480
WHILE ccount = 1
IF xcount = pxcount A N D ycount = pycount THEN
IF dirChange >= 4 THEN c = c + 1
END IF
IF c> = ce THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
R ETURN
END IF
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
IF ccount >1 A N D xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 480
GOTO 470
END IF
IF ccount = 1 A N D xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l) = CHR$(32)
THEN GOTO 460
END IF
xcount = xcount + 1
W END
xcount = xcount - 1
460 ycount = ycount + 1
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'direction = 2
dirChange = dirChange +1
ccount = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32)
THEN ycount = ycount -1: GOTO 450
W HILE ccount = 1
IF xcount = pxcount A N D ycount = pycount THEN
IF dirChange >= 4 THEN c = c + 1
END IF
IF c>= ce THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
RETURN
END IF
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
IF ccount >1 A N D xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l) <> CHR$(32) THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 450
GOTO 480
END IF
IF ccount =1 A N D xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount) = CHR$(32)
THEN GOTO 470
END IF
ycount = ycount + 1
W END
ycount = ycount - 1
470 xcount = xcount - 1
'direction = 3
dirChange = dirChange +1
ccount = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32)
THEN xcount = xcount +1: GOTO 460
W HILE ccount = 1
IF xcount = pxcount A N D ycount = pycount THEN
IF dirChange >= 4 THEN c = c + 1
END IF
IF c>= ce THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
RETURN
END IF
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycotmt) = CHR$(32) THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
IF ccount >1 AN D xyloc$(xcoiint-l,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 460
GOTO 450
END IF
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IF ccount =1 AN D xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) = CHR$(32)
THEN GOTO 480
END IF
xcount = xcount - 1
W END
xcount = xcount + 1
480 ycount = ycount -1
'direction = 4
dirChange = dirChange +1
ccount = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN ycount = ycount + 1: GOTO
470
W HILE ccount = 1
IF xcount = pxcount A N D ycount = pycount THEN
IF dirChange >= 4 THEN c = c +1
END IF
IF c>= ce THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
RETURN
END IF
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
IF ccount >1 AN D xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) <> CHR$(32) THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount-l,ycoxint) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 470
GOTO 460
END IF
IF ccount =1 AN D xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount) = CHR$(32)
THEN GOTO 450
END IF
ycount = ycount - 1
W END
ycount = ycount + 1
GOTO 450
RETURN

FindBlank: 'A blank or empty location to begin trace on
ce = 1
X = pxcount
y = pycount
FOR j = y -1 TO y + 1 STEP 2
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p = VAL(xyloc$(x,j))
IF p = O IH E N
pxcount = X
pycount = j
xcount = pxcount
ycount = pycount
RETURN
END IF
NEXT
FORT = X - 1 TO x +1 STEP 2
p = VAL(xyloc$(I,y))
IF p = OTHEN
pxcount = I
pycount = y
xcount = pxcount
ycount = pycount
RETURN
END IF
NEXT
'Go to an open location
W HILE VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0
xcount = xcount - 1
pxcount = xcount
W END
xcount = xcount + 1
direction = 3
GOTO 400
RETURN

DUAssoc: 'Determine location association to adjacent previously
'assigned depts as related to current dept
IF k > 33 THEN
xldu = x l + (B*(xcount -1)) + (B-B/10)
yldu = y l + (B*(ycount -1)) + (B-B/10)
SetRect text(l),xldu,yldu,xldu+CINT(B-B/10),yldu+CINT(B-B/10)
TextBox '*",text(l),l
END IF
D IM Assoc!(ndepartments)
count = 0
p=0
FOR I = xcount -1 TO xcount +1
IF I >= 1 AN D I <= xnum THEN
FOR j = ycount -1 TO ycount + 1
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IF j >= 1 A N D j <= ynirni THEN
IF p <> VAL(xyloc$a,j)) THEN
p = VAL(xyIoc$(I,j))
IF p <> 0 THEN
AssocKp) = kassoc!(p)
count = count +1
END IF
END IF
END IF
NEXT
END IF
NEXT
TotAssoc! = 0
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
TotAssoc! = TotAssoc! + Assoc!(I)
NEXT
IF TotAssoc! >= MaxAssoc! A N D count > 1 THEN
xnext = xcount
ynext = ycount
IF TotAssoc! = MaxAssoc! THEN
D IM TiedAssoc!(2)
ta = l
X = nextx
y = nexty
GOSUB TieBreaker
ta = 2
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB TieBreaker
IF TiedAssoc!(l) = TiedAssoc!(2) THEN
X = nextx
y = nexty
GOSUB FindComer
m = ccount ' old location
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
n = ccount ' new location
IF m > n THEN
xnext = nextx
ynext = nexty
END IF
ELSEIF TiedAssoc!(l) > TiedAssoc!(2) THEN
xnext = nextx
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ynext = nexty
END IF
ERASE TiedAssoc!
END IF
MaxAssoc! = TotAssoc!
nextx = xnext
nexty = ynext
END IF
ERASE Assoc!
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
RETUR N

TieBreaker: ’ (+) shaped search patem to break tied associations for
locations
TiedAssoc!(ta) = 0
FOR j = y -1 TO y +1 STEP 2
p = VAL(xyloc$(x,j))
IF p <> 0 THEN TiedAssoc!(ta) = TiedAssoc!(ta) + kassoc!(p)
NEXT
FO R I = X - 1 TO x + 1 STEP 2
p = VAL(xyloc$(I,y))
IF p <> 0 THEN TiedAssoc!(ta) = TiedAssoc!(ta) + kassoc!(p)
NEXT
RETURN

FindComer: 'Sense comer without going past for trace
ccount = 0
FOR j = y -1 TO y +1 STEP 2
p = VAL(xyloc$(x,j))
IF p <> 0 THEN ccount = ccount + 1
NEXT
FOR I = X -1 TO X + 1 STEP 2
p = VAL(xyIoc$(I,y))
IF p <> 0 THEN ccount = ccount + 1
NEXT
RETUR N
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Ofîsetter:'

Offset first design unit location assignment to preserve
highly related comer

pk = k
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcoimt,ycoimt+D) <> 0 THEN ' direction = 1
dpt = VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycoimt + 1))
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) <100 THEN offset = 4
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 64 THEN offset = 3
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 36 THEN offiset = 2
IF deptDUs(deptiRank(pk)) < 16 THEN offset = 1
IF VAL(xyioc$(xcoimt+l,ycoimt+l)) =
VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount+D) THEN
xcount = xcount + 2*offset
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) <= 4 THEN xcount = xcount - offset
END IF
ycount = ycount - offset
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
ofs = 0
over = 0
dept = dpt
W HILE ccount = ofs A N D dept = dpt
dept = VAL(xyloc$(xcoxmt-l,ycount+offset+l))
xcount = xcount -1
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
over = over +1
IF over = offset THEN ccount = 2
W END
END IF
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l,ycoimt)) <> 0 THEN ' direction = 2
dpt = VAL(xyloc$(xcount - l,ycoimt))
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 72 THEN offset = 3
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 42 THEN offset = 2
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 20 THEN offset = 1
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount+D) =
VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount)) THEN
ycount = ycount + 2*offset
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) <= 4 THEN ycount = ycount - offset
END IF
ofs = 1
stepper = 0
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) >= 6 THEN
xcount = xcount + offset
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stepper = ofifset
o£s = 0
END IF
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
over = 0
dept = dpt
W HILE ccount = ofs A N D dept = dpt
dept = VAL(xyloc$(xcount-stepper-l,ycoxmt-l))
ycount = ycount -1
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
over = over +1
IF over = offset THEN ccount = 2
W END
END IF
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount -1 )) <> 0 THEN ' direction = 3
dpt = VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount -1))
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 81 THEN offiset = 3
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 49 THEN offset = 2
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 25 THEN offiset = 1
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount-D) =
VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l)) THEN
xcount = xcount - 2*offset
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) <= 4 THEN xcount = xcount + offset
END IF
ofs = l
stepper = 0
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) >= 9 THEN
ycount = ycount + offiset
stepper = offset
ofs = 0
END IF
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
dept = dpt
W HILE ccount = ofs A N D dept = dpt
dept =VAL(xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount-stepper-l))
xcount = xcount +1
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
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over = over +1
IF over = offset THEN ccount = 2
W END
END IF
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount + l,ycount)) <> 0 THEN ’ direction = 4
dpt = VAL(xyloc$(xcount + l,ycount))
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 56 THEN offset = 3
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 30 THEN offeet = 2
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 12 THEN offset = 1
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount-l)) =
VAL(xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount)) THEN
ycount = ycount - 2*ofifset
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) <= 4 THEN ycount = ycount + offset
END IF
xcount = xcount - offset
ofs = 0
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
over = 0
dept = dpt
IF deptDUs(deptRank(pk)) < 9 THEN ofs = 1
W HILE ccount = ofs A N D dept = dpt
dept = VAL(xyloc$(xcount+offset+l,ycount+l))
ycount = ycount +1
X = xcount
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer
over = over +1
IF over = offset THEN ccount = 2
W END
END IF
RETURN

StepAdjDu: ' Step 1 location ahead & Check if adjacent locations are
filled with design units of like depts
AdjDU = 0
pxldu =xldu
pyldu = yldu
pxcount = xcount
pycount = ycount
IF direction = 1 AN D xldu < xmax THEN 150
IF direction = 1 A N D xldu >= xmax THEN
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IF xyloc$(xcoiint,ycount+l) = STK$(deptRank(k))
TH EN xcount=xcount+l
GOTO 160
END IF
IF direction = 2 A N D yldu < ymax THEN 160
IF direction = 2 A N D yldu >= ymax THEN
IF xyloc$(xcoimt-l,ycoimt) = STR$(deptRank(k))
TH EN ycount=ycount+l
GOTO 170
END IF
IF direction = 3 A N D xldu > xmin THEN 170
IF direction = 3 A N D xldu <= xmin THEN
IF xyloc$(xcoimt,ycount-l) = STR$(deptRank(k))
TH EN xcount=xcount-l
GOTO 180
END IF
IF direction = 4 AN D yldu > ymin THEN 180
IF direction = 4 A N D yldu <= ymin THEN
IF xyloc$(xcoimt+l,ycount) = STR$(deptRank(k))
TH EN ycount=ycount-l
GOTO 150
END IF
150 xldu = xldu + B
xcount = xcount + 1
IF xyloc$(xcotmt,ycoimt) <> CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 200
GOSUB CkAdjLoc
IF AdjLoc = 0 THEN
W HILE xldu <= xmax
GOSUB CkAdjDu
GOTO 200
W END
ELSE
W HILE xldu <= xmax + B
GOSUB CkAdjDu
GOTO 200
WEND
END IF
xldu = xldu - B
xcount = xcount - 1
160 yldu = yldu + B
ycount = ycount + 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 200
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GOSUB CkAdjLoc
IF AdjLoc = 0 THEN
W HILE yldu <= ymax
GOSUB CkAdjDu
GOTO 200
W END
ELSE
W HILE yldu <= ymax + B
GOSUB CkAdjDu
GOTO 200
W END
END IF
yldu = yldu - B
ycount = ycount -1
170 xldu = xldu - B
xcount = xcount - 1
IF xyloc$(xcoimt,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 200
GOSUB CkAdjLoc
IF AdjLoc = 0 THEN
W HILE xldu >= xmin
GOSUB CkAdjDu
GOTO 200
W END
ELSE
W HILE xldu >= xmin - B
GOSUB CkAdjDu
GOTO 200
W END
END IF
xldu - xldu + B
xcount = xcount + 1
180 yldu = yldu - B
ycount = ycount -1
IF xyioc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 200
GOSUB CkAdjLoc
IF AdjLoc = 0 THEN
W HILE yldu >= ymin
GOSUB CkAdjDu
GOTO 200
W END
ELSE
W HILE yldu >= ymin - B
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GOSUB CkAdjDu
GOTO 200
W END
END IF
yldu = yldu + B
ycount = ycount + 1
GOTO 150
200 xldu = pxldu
yldu = pyldu
xcount = pxcount
ycount = pycount
RETURN

CkAdjLoc: '

Check if adjacent locations are occupied by departments

AdjLoc = 0
pk = k
FORk = l T O ( p k - l)
GOSUB CkAdjDu
AdjLoc = AdjLoc + AdjDU
NEXT
k = pk
RETURN

ForceAssn:
deptDUs(deptRank(k)) = DUnum +1
DUnum = DUnum +1
xcount = fxcount
ycount = fycount
xldu = x l + (B*(xcount - 1)) + B/10
yldu = y l + (B*(ycount -1)) + B/10
firstDUloc(deptRank(k),l) = xcount
firstDUloc(deptRank(k),2) = ycount
GOSUB PlaceDU
GOSUB AssnSub
RETURN
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FindCenter: ’ Find department cetroids: (x,y) locations
DeptCenter!(deptRank(g),l) =
CSNG(xSiim(dsptRank(g)))/C£
DeptCenter!(deptRank(g),2) =
CSNG(ySum(deptRank(g))VCSNG(deptDUs(deptRank(g)))

t atatatatat atatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatat atatatat atatatatatatat atatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatat atatatatatatatatatat atatat

CalcCost: ' Calculate the materials handling cost for the finished layout
Distance! = 0
xDistance! = 0
yDistance! = 0
Totcost! = 0
FOR p = 1 TO ndepartments
g=P
GOSUB FindCenter
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments
g=k
GOSUB FindCenter
xDistance! = ABS(DeptCenter!(deptRank(p),l) DeptCenter!(deptRank(k),l))
yDistance! = ABS(DeptCenter!(deptRank(p),2) DeptCenter!(deptRank(k),2))
Distance! = xDistance! + yDistance!
Totcost! = Totcost! + Interaction!(deptRank(p),deptRank(k)) *
Distance!
NEXT
NEXT
RETURN
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APPENDIX B
Flow Cost Data for Literature Benchmark Layout Design Problems
Solved by ARCH
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Appendix B.l:

Flow data for the Nugent, et al. (1968) five to twelve
department problems.
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\

1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1.80
1.20
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.04
1.12
0
0
1.20
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

3

4

1.80 1.20 0
0.96 24.45
0.96
0
24.45 0
0.78 0 1.08
0 2.21 5.70
13.95 0 7.50
0
0
0
1.20 3.15 2.34
1.35 3.90 0
0
0
0
0 1.40
0
0
0
0
0 13.05 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 1.50
6.90 13.65 15.75
0
0
0

5

6

7

8

0
0
0
0
0.78 0 13.95 0
0 2.21 0
0
1.08 5.70 7.50 0
0 2.25 1.35
0
6.15 0
2.25 6.15
24.00
1.35 0 24.00
0
0
0
0
1.56 0 1.87 0
0
0
0
0
0 0.45 0
0
0
0
0 0.60
0
0 0.96 0
1.35 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 1.05 1.65 0
0
0
0 7.50
0
0 3.75 33.45

9

10

11

12

13

14

0 1.20
1.04 1.12 0
1.35 0
0
0
0
3.90 0
0
0 13.05
0
0
0 1.40 0
1.56 0
0
0
0
0 0.45 0
0
0
0
0 0.96
1.87 0
0
0
0 0.60 0
0
0 7.50
0
0
0
0.36 12.00 0 18.60
0 0.36
2.25 0 3.00
0 12.00 2.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
8.00
7.50 18.00 3.00 0 8.00
0 1.92 0.96 1.65 1.04 9.75
0
0
0
0 6.00 0
7.50 0
0 15.00 0
0
0
0 0.90
0
0
0
0 5.25 0 8.40 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.20
3.15
2.34
0
0
0
0

15

16

17

18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 1.50
1.35 0
0
0
0
0
0 1.05
0
0
0 1.65
0
0
0
0
0
0 7.50 0
1.92 0
0
0
0.96 22.50 0
0
1.65 0 15.00 0
0
1.04 6.00 0
9.75 0
0 0.90
0 5.25 0
0
12.00 0
5.25 12.00
0
0
0
0
0 7.50 4.65
0
0
0
0
0

19

20

0
0
6.90 0
13.65 0
15.75 0
0
0
0
0
0 3.75
7.50 33.45
0
0
5.25 0
0
0
8.40 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.50 0
4.65 0
0
0
-

Appendix B.3: Flow data for the Armour and Buffa (1963) twenty department problem.

APPENDIX C
Flow Cost Data for Case Study Layout Design Problem
Solved by ARCH
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